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PREFACE

The work reported herein was done for the Advanced
Instructional Design Advisor project at the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory (AFHRL/IDC). The substance of this research
was done under contract to Mei Associates, Inc., the primary
contractor on the Advanced Instructional Design Advisor (Contract
No. F33615-88-C-0003).

This work was done as part of the first phase effort on the
Advanced Instructional Design Advisor. The initial phase of this
project established the conceptual framework and functional
specifications for the Advanced Instructional Design Advisor, an
automated and intelligent collection of tools to assist subject
matter experts who have no special training in instructional
technology in the design and development of effective computer-
based instructional materials.

Mei Associates' final report for the initial phase was
published as AFHRL-TP-90-xx. In addition, Mei Associates
received 14 papers from the seven consultants working on this
phase of the project. These 14 papers have been grouped into 6
sets and edited by AFHRL/IDC personnel. They are published as
Volumes 1 - 6 of DesiQning an Advanced Instructional Design
Advisor:

Volume 1: Cognitive Science Foundations

Volume 2: Principles of Instructional Design

Volume 3: Possibilities for Automation

Volume 4: Incorporating Visual Materials
and Other Research Issues

Volume 5: Conceptual Frameworks

Volume 6: Transaction Shell Theory

This is Volume 2 in the series. Dr. Daniel J. Muraida wrote
sections I and V. Drs. Robert M. Gagne, Elieen Kintsch, and
Robert D. Tennyson wrote sections II, III, and IV, respectively.
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SUMMARY

The Advanced Instructiolial Design Advisor is an R & D

project being conducted by the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory in response to an Air Training Command (ATC) Manpower,

Personnel, and Training Need calling for improved guidelines for

authoring computer-based instruction (CBI) (MPTN 89-14T).

Aggravating the expensive and time-conauming process of L

development is the lack of Air Force personnel who are well-

trained in the areas of instructional technology and educational

psychology. More often than not, a subject matter expert with

little knowledge of CBI is given the task of designing and

developing a computer-based course. Instructional strategies

that work in a classroom are often inappropriate in a computer-

based setting (e.g., leading questions work may work well in a

classroom but are difficult to handle in a computer setting).

Likewise, the computer offers the capability to present

instruction in ways that are not possible in the classroom (e.g.,

computer simulations models can be used to enhance CBI).

The Advanced Instructional Design Advisor is a project aimed

at providing subject matter experts who have no background in

computer-based instructional systems with automated and

intelligent assistance in the design and development of CBI. The

goal is to reduce CBI development time while insuring that the

instructional materials are effective.
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I. INTRODUCTION (Muraida)

The Advanced Instructional Design Advisor is an R & D
project aimed at providing automated and intelligent assistance
to inexperienced instructional designers who have the task of
designing and developing computer-based instruction (CEI). The
particular problem being addressed by this line of research is
the need for more cost effective methodologiesfor the design and
development of CBI. Current methods for developing CBI are
expensive, time-consuming, and often result in ineffective
instruction due to the general lack of expertise in computer-
based instructional systems (Spector, 1990).

The Advanced Instructional Design Advisor project is divided

into four phases:

Phase 1: Conceptualization & Functional Specifications

Phase 2: Conceptual Refinement & System Specifications

Phasc 3: Prototype, Field Test, & Refinement

Phase 4: Technology Demonstration & System Specification

The first two phases have been funded with Task Order
Contracts. The third phase is being funded by a Broad Agency
Announcement (BAA) contract. The work reported herein concerns
the first phase.

The following three sections of this paper concern the
contributions of cognitive and educational psychology to
instructional design. In essence they attempt to provide reader
with a summary of reliable principles for the practice of
instructional de;ign as gleaned from the cognitive and
educational research literatures.

A common criticism of cognitive and educational psychology
is that they provide only implications for instructional practice
but seldom any prescriptions that can be used in a specific
situation. The sections authored by Gagne, Kintsch, and Tennyson,
respectively, temper that criticism by focusing on the
instructional tasks which have been significantly addressed by
research.

Gagne's section is a distillation of psychologically-based
instructional theory which includes his colloborative work with
Leslie Briggs as well as the work of seven other major
instructional theorists. The purpose of this section of the paper
is to present the principles that enjoy wide consensus. He begins
this task by noting the major distinguishing dimensions among
instructional principles. He then presents the major principles
that apply to the instructional process from the formation of
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objectives to the evaluation of performance.

The initial part of Kintsch's section examines the nature of
the learning process as determined by recent cognitive and
instructional research. She then presents general conclusions
about the conditions which enhance learning coupled with
citations from supporting research. In the following sub-section
Kintsch examines the role of metacognition, and social
environmental factors in supporting the learning process. Kintsch
then explains how higher level thinking is related to the
thoroughness with which simpler processes have been learned. In
each of the preceeding sections Kintsch includes broad directives
for instruction. The final two kub-sections Kintsch address the
issue of adapting instruction to the changing needs of the
student resulting from error analyses or data indicating
increases in skill levels.

Tennyson presents an analysis of the potential contribution
of cognitive and educational psychology to a major methodology of
instructional practice in the military: Instructional Systems
Development (ISD). He first covers the traditional ISD model and
its major variations, delineating their role in the instructional
process. Following this he points out the dated conceptions of
learning processes and instructional systems which the baseline
model shares with its variations. Tennyson then identifies
research-based prescriptions from the cognitive sciences which
should become part of ISD in order to successfully address
complex instructional objectives. In the final sub-section
Tennyson steps through the entire ISD process, showing how
prescriptions from cognitive science would be implemented in the
design of instructional sequences.
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II. PRINCIPiES OF INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY (Gagne)

Introduction

The principles listed and defined in this paper are intend-,
to be those concerning which there is much agreement, and
virtually no disagreement, among those writers who have put
forward theories (or models) of instruction. The theorists
included are represented in the book edited by C.M. Reigeluth,
Instructional-Design Theories and Models: An Overview of Their
Current Status, Erlbaum Associates, 1983. Reigelut, has done a
conscientious job of identifying many resemblances and
differences among these theories. Although illuminated by his
comments, my task here is a different one: to define and
describe those principles of instructional design that stand out,
after sifting through all the differences, as items possessing
broad consensus and little disagreement.

The theories from which common principles of instructional
design are to be drawn are as follows, identified by the name or
phrase by which they are commonly known:

a. Gagne-Briggs Theory -- R.M. Gagne & L.J. Briggs
b. Behavioral Approach -- G.L. Gropper
c. Algo-Heuristic Theory -- L.N. Landa
d. Structural Learning Theory -- J.M. Scandura
=. .Ai&quiLy eacnlng -- A. Collins & A.L. Stevens
f. Component Display Theory -- M.D. Merrill
g. Elaboration Theory -- C.M. Reigeluth
h. Motivational Theory -- J.M. Keller

Some uiff#_renc,

The task of finding common principles cf instruction has to
be done against a framework of features that make the theories
incoordinate in several respects. Prominent differences are
these:

(1) Single vs. multiple learning outcomes. Some of the
theories focus exclusively on a single kind of outcome. Some
deal with the learning of verbal information (declarative
knowledge), or solely with the learning of procedures. Others
aim for a number of different kinds of learning objectives.

(2) Micro-strategies vs. macro-strategies. Some theories
are oriented to the organization of large units of instruction,
such as courses or course segments. These macro-strategies
contrast with micro-strategies, focusing on relatively small
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units such as lessons and lesson-components, and aimed at single
objectives such as a concept or a procedure. Most of these
theories deal with micro-strategies.

(3) Discovery learning vs. expository teaching. One of
these theories exclusively uses instruction that requires the
learner to arrive at the proposition to be learned by "putting
together" in a novel fashion items of knowledge already possessed
in memory. Most theories allow for the occurrence of such
discovery learning at some points during instruction. With
greater or lesser degrees of emphasis, they employ questioning
techniques designed to facilitate the discovery of what is to be
learned.

Design Principles

According to design theories, these are the principles that
will yield optimal learning:

*1. DIFFERENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES REQUIRE DIFFERENT
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES. Instruction for removing insulation
from the end of a wire is different from instruction for knowing
the names and functions of the components of an electronic
circuit. Instruction on the origins of the American Revolution
is different from instruction on analyzing cases in business law.
Instruction aimed at reducing the use of harmful drugs is
different from instruction on diagnosing illness. (Gagne-Briggs,
Merrill, Gropper, Reigeluth).

Importance: 10.

Recognizing different categories of learning objectives is a
task that requires some educational background and experience.
Novices can usually not learn these procedures rapidly. Requires
a good course in instructional design. Training requires a good
deal of practice on varied examples, in order to establisn the
understanding that will assure valid and reliable categorization
of specific instances.

*2. FIVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES ARE THE
FOLLOWING. Particular instructional strategies that are most
distinctive for each type of objective are listed.

a. Verbal knowledge (declarative knowledge). Relate to
organized knowledge already known. Use spaced review.
(Gagne-Briggs, Merrill, Gropper).

b. ConceDs. Provide definition, examples and non-examples,
practice in identifying new ei.umples. (Gagn6-Briggs,

Merrill, Gropper, Landa).
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c. Procedural rulers. Assure that component parts of
procedure are mastered before totrl skill is tried.
Practice on exarples, verify on new examples. (Gagne-
Brigis, M,_rill, Gropper, Laid-, Scandura) .

d. Motor skills. Practice with reinforcement. (Gagne-
Briggs, Merrill, Gropper).

e. Attitudes. Demoxnst-a, ion by human model.
(Gagne-Briggs).

importance: 10.

Assuming that learning objectives have been properly
identified, the task of matching them with appropriate
instructional strategies cannot be done by a novice. Requires
qood course in "conditions of learning". Training requires
practice with a number of different specific performances. The
choices of particular conditions of instruction require knowledge
of human learning and cognition.

*3. BEGIN WITH AN EVENT THAT AROUSES AND SUSTAINS LEARNER

INTEREST. This may be any attention-getting stimulus. Often, it
is an introductory message or demonstration that "grabs" the
learner'- conscious attention. (Gaqne-Briggs, Merrill, Keller,
Reigeluth).

Importance: 5.

No particular specialized knowledge is required to put this
principle into effect. This is probably acquired readily on the
job.

*4. COMMUNICATE CLEARLY WHAT THE LEARNER MUST LEARN TO DO.
This communication may be a statement, a demonstration, or both.
It should include an indication of the usefulness of the learned
performance to the learner. (Gagne-Briggs, Keller, Collins &
Stevens, Reigeluth).

Importance: 7.

This principle is moderately difficult for new designers to
learn, and usually takes some supervised practice. It may be
noted that the word do is of critical importance. Designers must
learn that asking the learner to repeat a verbal statement will
not serve the purpose.

*5. STIMULATE RECOLLECTION OF PREVIOUSLY LEARNED RELFVANT
KNOWLEDGE. If the learning objective is procedural, this may be
components or prerequisites. If the objective is declarative,
previously learned knowledge may be more general, related or
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analagous. If the learning objective is motor skill, previously
learned knowledge may be part-skills. This principle is an
example of the requirement for different learning strategies, in
accordance with Principle *1. (Gagne-Briggs, Gropper, Landa,
Scandura, Merrill, Reigeluth).

Importance: 8.
The requirement to identify different kinds of recollection

sends us back again to Principle *2, and the training relevant to
that principle. If the designer can do that principle, he should
be capable of doing this one.

*6. MAKE THE STIMULUS ASPECT OF THE TASK READILY
PERCEPTIBLE.
Avoid uncertainties and ambiguities in what is displayed,
visually or auditorially. If the display tends to be obscure or
fuzzy, make its main features prominent by enhancement or
distortion that is gradually removed. (Gagne-Briggs, Gropper,
Landa, Reigeluth).

Importance: 5

Designer needs to learn various techniques of feature
enhancement--using bold print, spacing, diagramming, etc.

*7. STATEMENT OF RULE, EXAMPLE; OR EXAMPLE, RULE; FOLLOWED

BY LEARNER PERFORMANCE. BOTH SHOULD BE PRESENTED, BUT THEIR
ORDER IS NOT CRITICAL. Note that this principle applies only to
the learning of concepts and rules, not to verbal knowledge. A
general rule (or defined concept) is communicated to the learner,
and followed by a concrete instance as a "for example". The
learner is asked to respond to the example, thus applying the
rule or definition. When discovery learning is employed, the
order of presentation of rule:e.g. is reversed to e.g.:rule.
(Gagne-Briggs, Merrill, Gropper, Scandura, Collins & Stevens,
Reigeluth).

Importance: 6.

This principle is fairly easy to understand, but usually
requires some practice for mastery.

*8. GUIDE THE LEARNING THROUGH ELABORATIONS. Mainly,
elaboration means extending the meaning of what is presented by
relating it to prior knowledge. Sometimes, this is done by means
of pictures or diagrams; sometimes, by suggesting analogies;
sometimes, by reminding the learner of highly familiar bodies of
knowledge. Questioning techniques are particularly good
illustrations of learning guidance by the use of elaborations.
(Gagne-Briggs, Merrill, Collins & Stevens).
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Importance: 7.

The various techniques of elaboration will need to be
learned by the designer, as they apply to a variety of specific
instances.

*9. VERIFY INITIAL LEARNING BY LEARNER PERFORW.NCE.

Arrange one or two "trials" in which learner performance is
called for in the absence of prompting or tutelage. Before
extensive practice is continued, there should be an occasion on
which the learner "shows what he can do". (Gagne-Briggs,
Gropper, Scandura, Merrill, Collins & Stevens).

Importance: 7.

The designer usually requires instruction and practice in
using techniques that accord witn this principle.

*10. PROVIDE VARIED PRACTICE WITH CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK.
Virtually all theories agree that some amount of additional
practice should be provided following the initial "trial". To
allow for the action of reinforcement, practice trials should
include knowledge of results and corrections when appropriate.
Varied practice implies the use of examples that are varied in
content; also, it means embedding the examples in varied
contexts. (Gagne-Briggs, Merrill, Gropper, Scandura, Landa,
Reigeluth).

Importance: 8.

This principle is fairly easy to understand, but may require
supervised practice in the design of examples and the application
of feedback during practice.

*11. COMMUNICATE THE RELATION BETWEEN WHAT IS BEING LEARNED
AND HOW IT WILL BE USED. A part of what is to be learned and
stored is a scenario that connects learner performance in the
learning situation with projected performance "on the job". As
theories usually recognize, such knowledge can be a major 'actor
in the transfer of learning to whatever situation requires the
use of what has been learned. (Gagne-Briggs, Gropper, Merrill,
Keller, Reigeluth).

Importance: 8.

This principle requires the use of persuasive
communications,
and the use of knowledge of job performance requirements.

*12. ARRANGE OCCASIONS THAT REQUIRE RETRIEVAL. Retention
of what has been learned demands several additional periods of
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practice, spaced over time, and in varied situational contexts.

(Gagne-Brigqs, Gropper, Merrill, Keller, Reigeluth).

Importance: 6.

This principle can readily be understood, but may require
periodt. of supervised practice by the designer in order to assure
mastery.
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III. Principles of Instructional Theory from Research
on Human Cognition (Kintsch)

Introduction

The past two decades of research in cognitive science
on human information processing have provided detailed accounts
of expert performance in many areas, but as yet no general theory
of how expertise is acquired. Despite the lack of a unified
learning theory, new tools for the analysis of complex behavior
now make it possible to focus our attention on the inexpert
learner and on the processes by which new knowledge and new
skills are learned. Thus, some agreement regarding instructional
principles is beginning to emerge, though there are differences
in where the emphasis is placed among several recent programs
which attempt to train cognitive processes. To some extent these
differences are dictated by the particular aspect of competence
that is the focus of instruction. Cognitive research describes
three types of knowledge that enter into expert performance:
knowledge of the subject domain, usually referred to as
declarative knowledge, a set of automatied subprocesses or
procedures for operating with the knowledge, and knowledge about
the conditions of knowledge use, which acts as an executive
control structure. These kinds of knowledge interact in a complex
manner in a given task setting and place different demands on the
information processing system. Thus, reflecting on and
intetpreting new knowledge are conscious, resource consuming
processes which depend on highly proficient lower-level skills.

A critical review of several instructional programs
for cognitive skill development, which are based on current
theoretical assumptions about the learning process is provided by
Glaser and Bassok (1989). Many of the learning principles
summarized below are discussed in depth in that paper. In
addition, the reader is referred to a recent volume edited by
Resnick (1989) for a general introduction to the theoretical
framework and methodological tools used in cognitive research on
learning in a number of different domains.

Perhaps the most important influence of cognitive
science research on instruction has been to change our concept of
the learner, from one whose learning is primarily determined by
the form in which the new knowledge is imparted to a person who
actively participates in the learning process. It is the process
of learning that is now emphasized in both research and
educational applications, rather than the transmitting of
knowledge (Resnick, 1989). Thus, the learner's attempts to

9



comprehend, remember, and solve problems are explained in terms
of the strateQic operations engaged in, and how these function
within the constraints of the human information processing
mechanism. Most of the principles outlined below derive from this
perspective.

The learning Process

Comprehension in all domains is viewed as an active process
of meaning construction by which the learner creates his or her
own interpretation of the incoming information. To the degree
that the learner is successful at integrating the new information
into his or her network of prior knowledge, to the extent that
multiple ties and links are forced between pieces of new and
existing knowledge, his or her ability to retrieve and use that
knowledge is enhanced.

New knowledge is integrated through higher-level inferences,
by which relationships are constructed between individual pieces
of information, or which serve to elaborate the incoming
information with extensions from the store of personal knowledge.
According to van Dijk and W. Kintsch (1983; Kintsch, 1989),
conceptual understanding derives from generating a memory
representation of the situation depicted by a text passage or
underlying an abstract problem. Through self questioning and self
explanation the active learner strives for conceptual
understanding of a problem situation, of an event, or of the
principles that relate ideas. Such activities also help the
learner to identity specific gaps in his or her knowledge, or
discrepancies between prior knowledge and the new information.

Instruction: The goal of instruction, according to
constructivist theories, is to engineer conceptual growth.
Instruction should therefore be centered on the learner's own
knowledge construction activities. That is, it should be designed
to encourage and support the learner's independent attempts to
interpret, restructure, and use new knowledge, rather than
fostering assimilation and reproduction skills. Brown and
Palincsar (1989), for example, advocate "learning environments
that encourage questioning, evaluating, criticizing, and
generally worrying knowledge, taking it as an object of thought"
(p. 395).

Learning occurs by extending existing knowledge, however
this can happen in several ways:

(a) Knowledge accumulates by adding new facts and
ideas to the knowledge base.

(b)New knowledge is also acquired by elaboration and
modification of existing knowledge structures. Knowledge is
updated by adding, deleting, and generalizing information, and by
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creating new relationships between pieces of knowledge that
extend the network downwards and outwards to other knowledge
structures in memory.

(c) Occasionally, large-scale restructuring of
existing knowledge structures becomes necessary. New memory
representations are created which encompass a larger body of
information or which resolve a conflict between existing and new
knowledge. Thus, as knowledge in a subject area expands, a kind
of chunking takes place that allows larger, functional units of
knowledge to be retrieved from memory and which results in
increased processing efficiency. This is referred to as a process
of knowledge transformation.

(d) Rapid access to information stored in memory also
depends on automatizing routine procedures through practice.
Rapid identification of word meanings and syntactic parsing are
examples of automatic processes which are essential to higher-
level meaning interpretation during reading. Such skills also
become relatively independent of specific domain knowledge
(Perfetti, 1989).

Instruction: In designing instruction, one needs to be aware
where students are in the acquisition of new skills, and what
kind of knowledge manipulation is important in a given context.
In most learning situations different kinds of knowledge building
activities interact in a complex fashion, yet in designing
instruction one should be clear about where the emphasis is
placed. For example, is the goal of a task to foster reflective,
interpretive activities or the rapid execution of routinized
procedures? For the former cognitive research strongly suggests
that more attention should be given to activities which engage
the learner in construction and restructuring of knowledge than
has been the case in traditional instructional settings, because
these kinds of operations form the basis for long-term retention
and transfer of new knowledge.

The organization of knowledge in memory determines its
accessibility and the depth of understanding that is achieved.
Multiple pathways between knowledge structures enables
information to be rapidly accessed in memory. Well-connected
knowledge also transfers more broadly to other domains.

Instruction: Organized knowledge is easier to understand and
to remember, but not in the sense of knowledge that is presented
in preorganized, decontextualized components to be learned in a
bottom-up fashion (Resnick, 1989). Cognitive research has shown
that such knowledge is not maintained well over long periods, nor
does it transfer as readily to other areas. Instead, instruction
should find multiple ways to tie new information to the learner's
prior knowledge of a topic. Numerous opportunities should be
offered to promote reflective thinking and for recursive
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processing of new knowledge. The learner should be encouraged to
create multiple representations of the knowledge, for example by
means of tasks designed to elicit different organizational
schemes, other perspectives, or novel applications.

Transfer of knowledge and skills to other applications also
occurs more readily when instruction emphasizes the
meaningfulness of the information beyond the specific situation
in which it is initially introduced. Compartmentalization of
knowledge should be avoided by extending the use of new
knowledge, cognitive skills, and strategies across different
domains. Instruction should allow the learner to discover common
themes or underlying principles that relate different subject
areas. "... the observed generality and transfer to learning come
from intentional efforts to find links among elements of
knowledge, to develop explanations and justifications, and to
raise questions" (Resnick, p. 9).

It follows that learning is greatly enhanced when knowledge
is learned in a specific context, in the service of a problem
that needs to be solved, or to attain a specific cognitive goal.
That is, one learns by doing and by understanding the purpose of
what one is learning, both in relation to an overall goal and to
the particular task at hand

Instruction: New knowledge should be taught in a meaningful
context, so that its relation to a particular cognitive goal is
apparent, not as a sequence of skills learned in isolation.
Furthermore, it should be possible for students to mark their own
progress through a sequence of subgoals in pursuit of the higher-
level learning goal.

Comprehension, writing, problem solving, and learning in
general are strategic, rather than rule governed processes.
Strategies are an effective means of accomplishing some goal,
within given time and resource limitations, but unlike rules,
they do not guarantee a correct outcome. Strategies may be more
or less optimal, more or less powerful, and they vary as well in
terms of the cognitive effort they require (van Dijk & W.
Kintsch, 1983). Such qualitative differences in strategy use are
an important differentiator between skilled and less skilled
learners and between persons with expertise in a particular
discipline and those who have little domain knowledge.

Novices in a given domain tend to process new information in
a straightforward linear fashion, while experts process more
recursively, Using repeated passes through the material. Novices
generate fewer inferences than experts, who enrich the incoming
information with extensions from their own knowledge base.
Novices generally attend more to the surface features of a
problem or a situation than experts, who readily grasp the
underlying principles or structure of a problem, or the important
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points and overall significance of a discourse. Such differences
have been consistently found across a wide variety of text
processing and problem solving situations. However, much
controversy revolves about the issue of whether then are general
learning strategies that an independent of domain knowledge and
whether these could be effectively taught to less skilled
learners. Though this issue is still unresolved, some successful
attempts to teach certain kinds of strategic knowledge make it
possible to offer suggestions for designing instruction.

Instruction: A very successful technique in a number of
studies with children has been to bring these mental activities
out into the open, to make available to conscious inspection the
hidden processes that enable an expert to surmount a
comprehension or writing impasse, or to deal with a complicated
problem. One way to do this is, of course, to offer explicit
instruction on the use of appropriate cognitive strategies. Some
studies have shown this to be successful with school age
children, and surely discussing strategic knowledge with older
learners can do no harm. However, research indicates that
modeling of expert problem solving or text processing strategies
in a particular problem situation may be even more effective,
especially when learners are then allowed multiple opportunities
to practice the strategies under the guidance of a skilled
teacher (Brown & Palincsar, 1989; Scardamalia, Bereiter, &
Steinbach, 1984). In particular, Bereiter and Scardamalia (1989)
stress that strategy teaching alone is not sufficient; strategies
must be learned in the service of meaningful goals.

Metacognition

Metacognition, the ability to monitor one's own
comprehension and to control strategic processing in performing a
complex task, is significant component of knowledge acquisition
and knowledge use. The use of cognitive control strategies to
monitor on-going comprehension or progress in solving a problem,
to plan future processing, to redirect attention to problematic
areas, and to deploy the appropriatp remedial strategies has been
singled out as a major distinguisher between the learning styles
of younger and older students, between successful and less
successful learners, as well as between those who have or lack
expertise in a given domain (Glaser & Bassok, 1989). Much of the
research on metacognition has dealt with individual and age
related differences in reading comprehensicn within school age
populations. Notable success has been documented by several
programs designed to train metacognitive skills in children, most
notably the reciprocal teaching method of Palincsar and Brown
(1984). There are indications that deficiencies in metacognitive
control over knowledge processing are also characteristic of
older students who are poor learners. As yet little research has
been directly concerned with this question, however, it is the
topic of a proposal developed by the present author.
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Nevertheless, considerable benefits to learning could be gained
by designing learning environments around principles which have
been found to maximize use of strategies for self directed,
independent iearning. This is the goal of Palincsar and Brown's
reciprocal teaching program, and has become the focus of a major
research effort, known as cognitive apprenticeship. This approach
to learning, which is summarized in Collins, Brown, & Newman
(1989), attempts to adapt methods that are effective in
traditional apprenticeship settings to classroom instruction.

Instruction: The reciprocal teaching method was developed to
instruct four comprehension monitoring strategies that are
characteristic of skilled reading and that maximize the reader's
active involvement in the content: formulating questions,
summarizing, clarifying, and predicting. The justification for
these strategies and the theoretical framework is presented in
depth in Palincsar & Brown (1984) and Brown & Palincsar, (1989).
The method has been adapted for training self-regulatory
strategies in other domains and instructional settings, for
example, to train reflective processes in writing (Scardamalia,
Bereiter, & Steinbach, 1984), comprehension of science texts and
word arithmetic problem solving by elementary school children
(Scardamalia & Brown, work in progress), and to construct
computer-supported intentional learning environments
(Scardamalia, Bereiter, McLean, Swallow, & Woodruff, 1989). More
generally, the key concepts on which these programs are based
also overlap with those endorsed by the cognitive apprenticeship
approach. They are the following:

(1) Opportunities are provided for learners to observe
an expert modeling the processes necessary to perform a complex
task. For example, thinking out loud is often used to extemalize
the largely unconscious strategies and control processes of an
expert reader.

(2) The instructor guides the learners' attempts to
apply the modeled activities to new material. This may take the
form of offering hints, feedback that shapes a learner's response
to bring it closer to an expert level, reminders, and new tasks
(Collins et al., 1989).

(3) Scaffolding refers to providing supports that
enable learners to use higher-level processes and to work on
complex tasks that they would be unable to perform unaided. These
may be in the form of verbal hints that prompt for the needed
kind of information in writing or revising an essay (termed
procedural facilitation by Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1985), or a
graphic representation of the underlying structure of an algebra
problem (e.g., W. Kintsch, 1989). The function of these supports
is to reduce the memory load so that the student can concentrate
on some of the critical elements of the task without being
overwhelmed by the demands of the overall task. Th.s, some part
of the task is initially carried out by the teacher (or tutoring
system), but the scaffolding or supports are gradually withdrawn
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as learners internalize the appropriate strategies and become
able to accomplish the task on their own.

(4) The notion ot shared cognition, which refers to
the social context of learning, is another crucial means of
engaging students in knowledge use and productive learning. This
is discussed below as a separate principle of learning.

The Social Context of Learning

The acquisition of knowledge is supported by learning in a
social setting. Embedding instruction in a group setting has
several advantages, according to Brown ana Palincsar (1989). (1)
Cooperative learning provides a means of promoting the use of
self-regulatory strategies in a group setting. Anxiety is reduced
and motivation increased by having the responsibility for
comprehending, solving a problem, or completing a task shared by
all members of the groups. (2) More complex problems can be
tackled in a collaborative group than a single individual could
accomplish, since the work on subparts can be distributed across
vc~ individuals. (3) The activities are modelled at different

levels and become externalized through discussion, with members
contributing according to their abilities. (4) The collaborative
group provides support for learners at different levels of
expertise, enabling them to use skills that are just emerging.
Resnick (1989) points out in addition that cooperative learning
incorporates many of the advantages of traditional apprenticeship
training in that it offers opprtunities to experience knowledge
in use, in contexts where the meaningfulness of individual
elements of a task or activity to the whole is apparent to the
learner. In so doing it counteracts the tendency of school
learning (which is true even at higher academic levels) to break
down into decontextualized rituals.

Instruction: Responsibility for knowledge building is shared
across a whole class in a computer-supported intentional learning
environment being developed by Scardamalia, Bereiter, and their
colleagues (1989). Individual students contribute information,
thoughts, ideas in several media (text, graphs, timelines,
drawings) to a common database. The information is then available
to everyone to comment on, expand, or incorporate into individual
projects. This program draws on priniciples from cognitive theory
and research to create computer-based supports for intentional
learning: "environments that foster rather than presuppose the
ability of students to exert intentional control over their own
learning" (p.52). The reader is referred to the source cited
above for a detailed description of the program, which represents
one of the few atttempts in the literature to design an
unintelligent tutoring system (though see W. Kintsch, 1989, for
related work). The core notion here is that the learner, rather
than the computer, is put in control of learning processes, such
as, setting goals, jlanning the rouLe to accomplish them,
monitoring progress, finding and correcting errors. The
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computer's role is not directive, but instead provides various
types of supports for these cognitively more demanding
activities: for example, by presenting organizing structures,
formats, and reminders for keeping track of information,
narrowing choices through menues, storing and retrieving
information. These computerized functions serve to reduce the
memory load for the user.

Higher-Level Thinking Processes

The ability to engage in higher level thinking depends on
automaticity at lower levels of processing. Activities that fire
automatically and knowledge units that are directly accessed
require few processing resources, thus memory space becomes
available to engage in inferential processing that requires
conscious aLtention.

Instruction: There are two components to instruction implied
by this principle, which correspond to the type of skill or
competence that is being trained, or, according to some theories,
the stage of skill acquistion. According to Anderson's (1987)
ACT* theory of learning, knowledge that is first acquired in a
declarative form is transformed into a highly efficient
proceduralized skill through extensive practice. Training
programs (e.g., Anderson, Boyle, & Yost, 1985) are designed
around models of successful problem solving, which make the
procedures explicit to the learner. The environment is highly
structured to keep the student on the correct solution path by
providing feedback and correction during the problem solving
process. Providing multiple opportunities fir error-free practice
is emphasized by Anderson and also by Schneider (1985) for
developing automatic routines. In Schneider's research, the
purpose is to allow for the effective interaction of automatic
and consciously controlled processes (Glaser, 1988).

Memory load must be alleviated in programs developed to
train self-regulatory and intentional learning strategies so that
learners can approximate the higher-level comprehension and
meaning interpretation of an expert. The idea of procedural
facilitation - providing supports for more effortful, thinking
processes - is central to the design of the learning environments
described above in Section 7, especially the computer-based
tutoring system of Scardamalia et al. (1989).

Feedback Issues

Learning is enhanced through immediate qualitative feedback
on process. This kind of feedback goes beyond the information
that the solution was right or wrong, for example, by indicating
to the learner what to change, how to go on, etc. However, then
are differences of opinion among cognitive scientists concerning
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the role of errors in the learning process, though again, these
probably reflect differences in the kind of learning that is the
focus of a particular instructional theory or training program.
Extensive, error-free practice seems to facilitate automatization
of procedural skills (e.g., Anderz n et al., 1985; Schneider,
1985), whereas errors and conflicts can be used to drive learninq
of declarative knowledge. Errors and discrepancies between new
and existing knowledge provide the motivation to go after more
information in programs whose goal is to foster self regulation
and self determination of learning goals.

Instruction: For either learning goal, the directive for
designing instruction would be t' provide fzadback geared to the
learner's present level of knowledge or skill. A related issue
concerns the need for more qualitative assessment tools,
especially when knowledge building and knowledge transformation
are the focus of the instructional program. No specific
recommendations are possible since research on theory based
assessment measures has not kept pace with instruction.

Adaptint Instruction to Skill Development

The content of instruction should be designed to fit the
changing needs of students at different stages of skill
acquisition (Lave, cited in Collins et al., 1989).

Instruction: Collins et al. propose three principles to
guide the sequencing of tasks in order to facilitate the
development of problem-solving skills. They might also be
considered in deciding how to order the presentation of
components of declarative knowledge. (1) Tasks should increase in
complexity according to the amount of expert skill required (2)
Sequencing should reflect increasing diversity in the types ot
strategies or skills used. (3) Present tasks airing global
knowledge or skills before local ones so that students are
encouraged to build a conceptual model of a problem before
attending to the individual elements.

In summary, research in cognitive science suggests a need
to design instruction within a theoretical account of how humans
process information in complex cognitive tasks. According to this
view, less emphasis is placed on the exposition of declarative
knowledge than in the past. Classroom instruction needs to move
away from the didactic approach as the primary vehicle for
transmitting knowledge towards viewing learning as a problem-
solving activity in which learner and instructor are
collaborators in the shared task of constructing meaning.
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IV. Cognitive Science Update of
Instructional Systems Development Models (Tennyson)

Instructional design refers to a system of procedures to
guide the development of learning environments. This systematic
guidance is represented in the form of operational instructional
systems development (ISD) models. Procedures defined in ISD
models are, in large part, supported by instructional theories
(i.e., theories which prescribe manipulations of instructional
variables and conditions hypothesized to improve learning).
Figure 1 illustrates the theoretical support of ISD models by
linking instructional theory to learning theory.

Figure 1

LEARNING THEORY INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY ISD MODEL

Description of the Prescription of Procedures to
Learning Process Instructional Variables Enhance

to improve Learning Development
of Learning
Environment

BEHAVIORAL PARADIGM BEHAVIORAL ISD PROCESS
INSTRUCTIONAL PARADIGM

S-R R Small-steps -Behavioral
Overt Behaviors Objectives
Feedback -Pretest
Branching -Instructional

activities
-Posttest
-Revisions
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Figure 1 c i'tinued

COGNITIVE PARADIGM COGLiTiVE UPDATED ISD
INSTRUCTIONAL PARADIGM PROCESS

Information Processing Knowledge Base -Analysis
Perception Pedagogy Base -Design

Working Memo-y integrated -Development
Instruction

Long-term Memory Diagnosis & -Implementation
Prescription -Maintenance

Context
(Situated cognition)

Figure 1. Relationships among learning theory, instructional
theory, and ISD models

Instructional Theory and ISD Models

Initially, ISD models were developed by the Department of Defense
during World War II to improve the efficiency of certain types of
high-level technical training programs (e.g., pilot training)
(Reiser, 1987). By the mid-1950s, the first ISD models for the
improvement of teaching were introduced. Skinner's (1954) notion
of the behavioral paradigm for learning set the theoretical
toundation for instructional theory and ISD models for the next
two decades. Skinner proposed a concept for models of
instructional design that consisted of formal and generalizable
methods of instructional design supported by clearly defined
principles of learning. Skinner (1963) and others (e.g.,
Crowder, 1959) defined the behavioral paradigm for instructional
theory to contain the following three principles:

-Small incremental steps of content presentation

-Overt (active) learr2r responding

-Immediate reinforcement of c Lt esponses

The tollowing two principles, althouc'h in contradiction of the
above principles, were added to account for situations in which
students made errors and/or had multirle possible answers:
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-Knowledge of results feedback on both correct and incorrect

responses

-Branching in response to errors and/or mistakes

In summary, the behavioral paradigm for instructional theory
maintained that learning of a task was basically the
reinforcement of correct responses to given stimuli.

To assist in the preparation of appropriate instructional
materials to improve learning, ISD models were constructed around
general systems theory principles which identified a number of
activities to be performed by an instructional designer. In one
of the first ISD models, Glaser (1965) identified the following
five interactive components:

-Writing behavioral objectives

-Preparing a pretest

-Organizing instructional activities

-Writing a posttest

-Making revisions

From that original set of procedures, ISD models rapidly
expanded in basic components as educational technology advanced
in the high technology areas of computer and video hardware. The
growth of the models was, however, based solely on procedures
thought to enhance development of instruction, not necessarily on
the support of advancements in learning theory. That is, the ISD
models grew in complexity independently of learning theory.

For example, Gropper (1983) added six ISD components to
Glaser's original five as follows:

-Learner assessment (i.e., other measures beyond the pre-

and posttests)

-Sequencing of goals and content

-Learner analysis

-Instructional strategies

-Media selection

-Implementation and maintenance
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By the end of the 1970s, Andrews and Goodson (1980), in a
review of ISD models, identified four more generally used ISD
components. These were:

-Needs analysis

-Alternatives

-Constraints

-Costs

In all, Andrews and Goodson found over 60 different ISD models
from which they selected 40 to review, using the ISD components
listed above as comparison variables.

In summary, the initial ISD models directly exhibited the
principles of behavioral learning theory in their principles of
instruction. The growth in the models was not a direct result of
developments in learning research but rather in ways to improve
both efficiency of the development process and quality of the
product. Thus, the ISD models development from two separate and
independent fields: Initially, from the foundations of learning
principles and, secondly, from standard systems theory. The
first field provided the learning theory while from the second
evolved process for product development.

The research and theory advances in cognitive science and
instructional technology in the past two decades provide a means
to update the learning theory foundation of ISD models. These
developments also offer recommendations for changes and
adjustments within the system itself. The purpose of this report
is to update the basic ISD model in reference to its components
and structure. The basis for this updating is founded in the
developments offered by cognitive science (including here
cognitive psychology and computer science) and instructional
technology (see Table 1).

Overview of ChanQes

Beginning in the early 1970's, psychologists with an
interest in classroom learning (e.g., McKeachie, 1973), began to
discuss the shortcomings of the behavioral paradigm to the
demands of real world learning needs. Offered as substitutes to
the behavioral paradigm were learning theories proposed by
cognitive psychologists. The description of the learning process
shifted from the sLimuius-responzc reinorcement paradigm to the
acquisition, storage, and retrieval of knowledge paradigm (see
Figure 1).
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As a result of shifts in learning and instructional
theories, the emphasis in instructional design procedures also
gradually shifted from reinforcement of responses to the
following:

-Organization of information (i.e., knowledge base)

-Ways to improve acquisition of information (i.e., pedagogy
base)

-Correct knowledge representations in memory.

Examples of the effect of the learning paradigm shift can be seen
in how it has influenced several instructional theories. Gagne's
instructional theory, as embedded in his conditions of learning,
shows a profound transformation from a behavioral paradigm with
emphasis on associative and assimilation theory (Gagne, 1970) to
a cognitive theory with concern for the understanding of internal
processes of learning and thinking (Gagne, 1985).

Merrill's work, likewise, reflects a direct shift in
underlying learning theory in his approach to ISD model
development. In his Component Display Theory (Merrill, 1986),
Merrill drops the notion of behavioral objectives in favor of
such components as a student model (knowledge stored in memory)
and a knowledge base (domain of information).

In another example, Tennyson's instructional theory makes a
direct trace of each of eight instructional variables through the
knowledge base to specific learning processes (Tennyson &
Cocchiarella, 1986). More recently, Tennyson has expanded his
view of the types of knowledge stored in memory to include not
only declarative (knowing that) and procedural (knowing how)
knowlege but also contextual knowledge (knowing when and why)
(Tennyson and Rasch, 1988). His instructional theory links
cognitive processes directly with specific instructional
strategies. The instructional strategies range from expository
presentations (to improve declarative knowledge) to self-directed
strategies (to improve creative processes).

During the same time period, educational technologists were
focusing their work on the direct interaction of technology
attributes with learning and instruction (e.g., Salomon, 1985).
Because of the learning paradigm shift, instructional
technologists became increasingly concerned with the "why" of
media in the improvement of learning as well as the "how" (Clark,
1983). This interest was accelerated with the rapid growth of
microcomputers starting in the late 1970s.
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An emerging paradox in educational technology is the fear
that the exciting advances in hardware and software would
dominate the ISD process to the exclusion of other concerns. For
example, in applications of artificial intelligence (AI) methods
to instructional computing, the focus has been on software
intelligence. The technology emphasis by ICAI developers has
tended to reduce the attention given to most other educational
concerns of ISD in favor of simple instructional methods and
strategies (Park, Seidel, & Perez, 1987). However, the potential
impact of educational technology on the ISD process is readily
seen in several areas. There include methods of information
analysis (e.g., expert systems), learner interaction with media
(e.g., mixed initiative, natural language dialogue), means of
learner assessment during learning (e.g., error analysis in
diagnosis), and control of the learning environment (e.g.,
learner control, advisement, coaching).

Comparison of Baseline ISD Model and Updated ISD Model

ISD models are the means by which educators have been able
to apply new research findings and theories in learning and
instruction to the improvement of learning. Many of the current
changes in the ISD process of come as a reactive process of
updating an established set of ISD principles. Developments in
the fields of cognitive psychology, computer science, and
instructional technology have greatly expanded the complexity of
the ISD process in the continuing effort of educators to improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of learning through enhancement
of the instructional process. The updated ISD model presented in
this report represents a most current effort in this on-going
process of ISD model evolution. In Table 1, I present a
comparison of the proposed updated ISD model wilh a generic ISD
model.

Table 1

Comparison of Baseline and Updated

Instructional Systems Design (ISD) Models

PHASE 1: ANALYSIS

Baseline ISD Model

Define Training Requirements
Analyze Training Needs

NeecS a-d Constraints
Analyze target Population
Define Media Requirements
Establish Expected Performance Levels
Document General Course Specifications
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Table 1 (continued)

Survey Existing Resources
Plan Design and Development Effort

Updated ISD Model

Front End Analysis
Define Philosophy and Theory of Learning Conditions
Analyze Learning Needs and/or Problem
Define Learning Variables
Define Constraints on Resolution of Learning

and Performance Discrepancies
Analyze Target Population
Define the Learning Environment
Specify Goals
Analyze Domain of Information
Define Management and Delivery System
Define Conditions of Learner Assessment/Evaluation
Define Situational Variables
Define Specifications of Learning Program
Feasibility Evaluation
Plan Design and Development Effort

PHASE 2: DESIGN

Baseline ISD Model
Perform Instructional Task Analysis
Specify Instructional Objectives
Define Entry Behaviors
Group and Sequence Objectives
Specify Assessment System
Specify Evaluation System
Review/Select Existing Materials

Updated ISD Model

Specify Instructional Objectives
Analyze Instructional Information Structure
Define Entry Knowledge
Define Organization and Sequence of Information
Specify Learning System
Specify Message Design
Specify Human Factors
Specify Learner Evaluation System
Specify Formative Evaluation System
Review/Select Existing Materials
Prepare Design Document
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Table 1 (continued)

PHASE 3: DEVELOPMENT

Baseline ISD Model

Prepare Content Narratives
Prepare Learning Activity Designs
Develop Learning Activities
Develop Test Items
Reviews
Editing
Formative Evaluation
Final Edit and Composition

Updated ISD Model

Prepare Content Narratives
Prepare Learning Activity Designs
Develop Learning Activities
Develop Assessment Instrument
Reviews
Editing of Learning Program
Formative Evaluation
Documentation

PHASE 4: IMPLEMENTATION

Baseline ISD Model

Updated ISD Model

PHASE 5: MAINTENANCE

Baseline ISD Model
Summative Evaluation

Updated ISD Model

Phases of Instructional Systems Design

Instruction is a process that involves both the planning of
an environment where learning can take place and the delivery of
information to the learner. How to improve learning in a planned
environment has been a major concern of educational psychologists
Z4ncG the first formal research on classroom by Edward L.
Thorndike (1914). Since Thorndike, learning in the classroom (or
training) environment has been a focus of educational
psychologists who must consider the complexity of factors that
influence the effectiveness and efficiency of classroom
instruction.
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Factors that contribute to the divergence in student
learning include cognitive and affective variables, student
knowledge, stimulus properties, delivery systems (e.g., lecture,
computer, video, etc.), management procedures (e.g., program
control, learner control, adaptive control), instructional
strategies and evaluation methods.

Although educational psychologists, as well as other
educators, have long dealt with these factors, it has only been
in the past decade that they have investigated variables and
conditions directly related to the planning of a total learning
environment; that is, recognizing the interaction of multiple
factors that go into designing and implementing instruction. As
stated in the introduction to this report, iSD is the term
applied to this planning effort; it includes the processes of
development, evaluation, and management. The ISD concept of
development employs a scientific process that involves both the
plannin of the environment where learning can take place and the
delivery of information to the learner.

Recently, the growth of the ISD approach has been
facilitated by major inputs from fields of inquiry outside of
education, such as computer science, management information
sciences, and psychology; and within the field especially from
instructional technology. Whenever possible, research and theory
from these areas have been applied to appropriate phases in the
proposed updated ISD model. Contributions from computer science
include system design strategy variables (e.g., system
architecture and software developments), structure of information
(both as external information and internal representations),
efficiency of design concepts (e.g., heuristic methods), and
alternative learner control methods. From psychology,
contributions include models of human processing (especially for
higher order thinking), representation of knowledge in memory,
employment of knowledge in the service of higher order situations
(e.g., problem solving), measurement of higher order processing,
and others. Contributions from instructional technology range
from systems theory development to employment of graphics and
visuals to instructional strategies.

In the proposed updated ISD model, I emphasize the basic
principles of design using an iterative approach to development
rather than a conventional algorithmic process model in which the
output of one step becomes the input for the next. I do this for
two reasons. First, the complexity of the ISD process is a
result of alternatives available for solving domain-specific
learning problems. Thus, within the instructional design phases
the author has numerous options to be considered and organized to
fit the given situation. Second the authoring activities can be
independent of the decision making. For example, in the design
of an expert instructional design system, the knowledge base can
be separate from an executive control strategy system.
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The principles of design in the proposed updated ISD model
are based primarily upon learning and instructional research and
theory and, of equal importance, upon applied ISD experience. It
is one thing to talk and write about the instructional design
process, and quite another to have actually done it. As a design
science field, much like engineering, instructional design reliez
upon field experience for much of the "how to do it" components
of its system. In this regard, the phases exhibit different
degrees of theory and empirical base. For example, the analysis
phase draws heavily on learning theory to set the conditions of
learning and evaluation. In contrast, the development phase
draws on field experience to define activities.

Another important trend toward a scientific approach toinstructional design is the increased emphasis placed on the use

of evaluation (Tennyson, 1978). Although evaluation has always
been part of the ISD plan, it traditionally was relegated to the
last step in the process. Even the most recent models (e.g.,
Merrill, 1983; Reigeluth, 1983) have only a minimal consideration
of evaluation. The impetus for increased employment of
evaluation in development is part of a larger societal movement
towards accountability in education and training. Following the
guidelines presented by Tennyson's theory-based model (Tennyson,
1977), I have made evaluation an integral part of each phase of
the updated ISD model.

The various phases of the ISD model--Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation, and Maintenance--will be presented
in five sections. The purpose this report is twofold: First,
to operationally define and elaborate the ISD phases (with an
emphasis on the proposed updates); and, second, to discuss
authoring activities (within the context of Air Force technical
instructors) that might be associated with future development of
the Advanced Instructional Design Advisor (AIDA).

Analysis Phase

Instructional development begins with an analysis of the
learning environment to determine if an instructional need or
problem exists. This environment is assessed to provide data to
answer the question, "would an instructional development effort
be feasible and desirable?" This activity defines the conditions
and parameters of the problem from which specifications for the
instructional development project can be proposed. The
procedures and findings of the analysis phase are evaluated for
the purpose of determining one of the following decisions:

-Adopt currently available instructional materials,

-Modify existing instruction, or
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-Develop new instructional materials.

If either of the latter two decisions is selected, then the
instructional development would follow through the remaining
phases. Selection of the first decision, to adopt, would require
only the implementation phase.

The analysis phase includes the following five processes
(Table 2):
-Front-end analysis of the learning problem (e.g., learning

philosophy and theory, analysis problem, initial analysis
of domain, possible constraints),

-Definition of situational variables,

-Definition of learning problem specifications,

-Plan for the development effort.

Authoring activities and the nature of ISD model updates for the
Analysis Phase are discussed below.

Front-end Analysis

A learning problem is usually assessed and defined in
terms of curricular needs and goals. A curricular (or macro)
level analysis establishes the learning need(s) and/or problem(s)
in the context of a total learning environment. Too often
instructional development has been done entirely at the
instructional (or micro) level with little concern to connections
or linkages to other information within or external to the given
domain. However, the theories of cognitive psychology directly
relate to the structure of domains of information to bridge the
gap between knowledge stored in memory and information to be
learned (e.g., Mandler, 1979). The development of knowledge
representation concepts in expert systems also demonstrate the
need to consider the total structure of information within and
among domains.

Philosophy and theory of learning. To design instruction
that can predictably improve learning, it is important first to
specify (a) a philosophy of the educational environment in terms
of the role and scope of the participants and setting; and, (b)
the learning theory on which the instructional methods and
strategies are based. This concept has been and is fundamental
to instructional theories. Some examples of this are as follows:

-Thorndike's initial application of behavioral theory in
the philosophy of the classroom by recommending classroom
teaching methods on the two laws of effect and exercise.
The notion of the child as responding to controlled
manipulations for learning was in direct contrast to the
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functional philosophy that humans adapted to their
environment by internal control.

-An extension of Thorndike's philosophy and theory of
learning was Pressey's teaching machine. Pressey's
mechanical device, which used a keyboard, presented a
series of multiple-choice questions and required the
student to respond by pressing the appropriate key. If the
student pressed the correct key, the device would present
the next question. However, if the student pressed an
incorrect key, the device would ask the student to choose
another answer without advancing to the next
question. If the student correctly answered two questions
in succession, mastery was assigned, and no additional
questions from that objective were given. The device also
recorded responses to determine whether the student needed
more instruction to master the objective, consequently it
made use of a modified form of the law of exercise.

-Skinner's contributions to instructional theory were
reviewed briefly in the introduction to this report.
Skinner's philosophy is well documented in several popular
style books. His book, Walden Two, is an explicit
statement of the behavioral paradigm as might be applied
to a learning environment. It clearly discusses the role
the teacher and how students learn. However, even with
the prolific writings of Skinner in both theoretical and
applied terms, there was a reaction to an instructional
theory that was based on such a restricted view of
learning. Application of the behavioral paradigm produced
instruction that was often too fragmented and laborious.
Attempts to correct the basic behavioral paradigm are seen
in Crowder's contributions.

-Crowder's intrinsic programming allowed the more able
learners to branch more quickly through the instruction
while providing corrective frames for those who missed a
question. And, although Crowder or others did not
reveal an underlying learning theory or empirical evidence
to support the branching technique, it became the design
strategy for computer-assisted instruction; especially for
drill and practice and tutorial methods.

Given contemporary cognitive psychology theories that view
the learner as a thinking individual, capable of internal control
and manipulations of knowledge, an initial activity in this ISD
model update is to once again clarify the nature of the learner.
A parallel activity is the definition of a learning theory which
accounts for both the "why" and "how" of the learning process.
The important design concept emphasized here is that an
operationally defined theory of learning underlies the decision-
making philosophy throughout the entire ISD process.
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Analyze learning need(s) and/or Droblem(s). An important
contribution of cognitive science to ISD is the concept that a
need or problem is part of macro environment. Typically, ISD
models have failed to integrate curricular design variables into
the development of instruction, resulting in instructional
programs that fail to identify the connections among the various
domains of information in a given curriculum. From a cognitive
psychology standpoint, it should be possible to trace each
instructional activity back through the curricular system to
specific needs and goals of the curriculum.

Assessment methods used in the specification of the
learning need/problem are still for the most part qualitative,
but the trend is toward obtaining data from quantitative sources;
for example, surveys, job analyses, competency analyses, and
curricular goal analysis. For example, in the Air Force
environment, such data can be acquired and interpreted by
analyzing the training curticulum, Air Force educational
policies, other governmental regulations, and educationally
related research and theory. The learning need/problem analysis
process should provide data that specifies the needed information
and objectives to be learned within a given segment of the
curriculum.

Define learnin variables. An initial step in
understanding what is to be learned in reference to the learning
need/problem is to specify the most abstract level(s) of
knowledge employment within the domains of a curriculum.
This technique of analysis is adopted from the field of knowledge
engineering. The purpose is to determine "how" and "why"
knowledge when a proposed curriculum is employed. Such
employment can range from simple recall and recognition to high
levels of complex problem solving and decision making. This
analysis can provide an initial means for understanding the
organization of a knowledge base. The educational outcome of
defining the learning variables is to see the potential
relationships between domains that have often been artificially
separated and ignored.

Define learnin constraints. The purpose of this
component is to extend the above analyses in terms of the scope
of the learning need/problem. That is, does the situation call
for (a) a curricular level activity (e.g., setting up a new
domain of information), or (b) a course level activity that is
either embedded within a curriculum or exists as a single entity,
or (c) a unit within a course, or (d) a lesson within a unit, or
(e) a module within a lesson? This analysis puts parameters
around the scope of the ISD effort in reference to the
information to be learned. Again, this analysis is adapted from
knowledge engineering methods.
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Analyze target population. Educational and psychological
research has demonstrated that instruction should be based on an
analysis of the target population. The assumption is that
learning can be improved if the instruction can be adapted to
learner characteristics and learner differences. This analysis
provides for a macro level student model in reference to these
two categories: learner characteristics and learner differences

Learner characteristics include such demographic variables
as age, gender, cultural backqround, geographic location, and
number of students. Learner characteristics define the nature of
the target population as an integral entity.

Associated with the above analysis is a comprehensive
assessment of learners to identify individual difference
variables that might influence the conditions of instruction.
Individual differences include cognitive variables (e.g.,
aptitude, intelligence, cognitive styles, learning styles),
affective variables (e.g., motivation, personality factors,
perception), and knowledge stored in memory. These individual
differences constitute the elements of a student model at the
macro level. In this analysis phase, consideration is on learner
trait differences while in the design phase, state differences
are analyzed.

Define the Learning Environment

The ISD activities discussed above identify the learning
need/problem within a curricular level context. Within the Air
Force training environment, many of the ISD activities would
already be embedded within a defined curriculum and would be
transparent to a given instructor (author).

This next set of ISD activities would involve much more
direct interface between an author and an expert instructional
design system (of the sort proposed in the AIDA program). The
purpose of these macro level activities is to establish the scope
and parameters of the ISD process to solve the given learning
need/problem.

Specify goals. The front-end analyses provide the
information necessary to specify the goals of the learning
environment. In general terms, cognitive psychology offers two
basic sets of goals: Those dealing with the acquisition of
knowledge (e.g., declarative, procedural, and contextual) and the
those with the employment of knowledge (e.g., cognitive
complexity--recall and problem solving--and creative processes.
Identifying forms of knowledge acquisition and employment at this
point will help authors select appropriate instructional
strategies during the Design Phase.
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Analyze domain of information. In the past decade, the
analysis of content within a domain of information has been one
of the areas of ISD most influenced by cognitive psychology and
artificial intelligence (Reigeluth, Merrill, & Bunderson, 1978).
In the behavioral paradigm, the term "content analysis" is widely
used to refer to the analysis and organization of subject matter
based on the relationships of content attributes (see Reigeluth,
1983). In practice, the outcome of a content analysis takes on
the appearance of either: a taxonomy (which structures
information based relationships of critical features and/or
superordinate and subordinate relationships) or some sort of
network structure (which is organized around contextual cues and
has no formal levels of abstraction.

However, in the cognitive paradigm, knowledge exists in
memory as part of larger, more complex associative networks.
Therefore, it is appropriate in organizing information for
learning that consideration be given to how the domain-specific
information may be stored and retrieved from memory, especially
in the service of problem solving.

In complex cognitive situations, knowledge needs to be retrieved
from long-term memory and manipulated in working memory in ways
not originally encoded. This process of retrieving knowledge for
complex employment, unlike direct recall of declarative and
procedural knowledge, implies the encoding of knowledge in
reference to the organization and accessibility of knowledge in
memory. In addition to a conventional content analysis at the
curricular level, an extension of the learning variables analysis
would seem appropriate following the cognitive paradigm.

The analysis of a domain of information using a cognitive
paradigm has been facilitated by work in artificial intelligence
on expert system knowledge bases. Although encoding and storage
of content attributes are important, the primary goal of expert
systems is with regard to problem solving and/or decision making.
As mentioned earlier, knowledge engineering techniques have been
used to describe procedures for obtaining information of how
knowledge is employed in domain-specific problems. A knowledge
engineer (KE) is someone specifically trained to extract from
experts domain problems and strategies employed to solve problems
thereby identifying the concepts (or rules, principles, facts)
and associations of those concepts in solving problems. The
resulting associations provide the basis for structuring an
expert system's knowledge base. The strategies form the
production rules of the expert system.

For curriculum development, the initial concern is the
possible organization of the information for sequence
presentation. The view from cognitive science is that knowledge
per se is artificial, therefore, in meeting goals dealing with
employment of knowledge, the curriculum should be organized
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according associations rathc. thar, content attributes.
Furthermore, in the Analysis 'h~ise, the information organization
nte.js cnly to be st-ecitid .!t tlts ::.st- dbtract level. Later,
during the Design Phase, the inlo-mat ion would be elaborated in
detail and would be augmented to account for the differences
between the learner and the expert.

Define management and. de1 . ivery qystem. The contribution-;
of cognitive science and instructional technology in this
component are only now beinq considered in ISD. In the area oi
management, computer-based management systems have had minimal
application in direct instruction. Applications are primarily Jn
administrative duties (e.g., grading and scheduling) and
prototype computer-based instruction projects. Authoring
activities in this component establish the means for managing the
learning environment. Within the context of the Air Force
technical training and AIDA, management techniques could range
from conventional record keeping to possible computer-based
instructional systems employing some type of intelligence. Al
techniques are still only at the prototype stage, but educational
research in adaptive programs using AI methods might be
available, especially if integrated into authoring systems.

Recent research in instructional technoloay on graphics
and visuals is in direct contrast to earlier findings on the role
irrelevant features in learning from drawings. The enriched
screen capabilities of computers provide displays that can more
clearly represent information in meaningful contextual forms.
That is, knowledge representation includes not only relevant
features of information, but also so-called irrelevant features.
However, in the context of cogniLive psychology, nothing is
considered irrelevant and, in fact, what is labelled irrelevant
is often the necessary information for both storage and retrieval
of information. Of special interest for the Air Force is the
improved representation of dynamic information offered by
computers. The use of simulations for direct technical training
would certainly be enhanced by delivery systems that reduce
transmediation effects.

The concern for the author at this point in the curriculum
phase, is to be aware of the effect of transmediation on learning
and to consider delivery systems that improve representation of
the information. Associated with delivery system selection is
the concept of cost-effectiveness. Cost-effective analysis
attempts to balance improvements in learning with costs of
delivery. Costs per student hour of instruction can adjust

h d determination should hP ;%rt of the final
decision plan.
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Define learner assessment and evaluation. Progress in the
field of student measurement and testing has been a continuing
weak point in education. Measurement theory and practice seems
not to been affected by the growth of cognitive psychology. That
this is a continuing problem is seen by the inability of
cognitive psychologists to adequately test their assumptions
about higher-order cognitive skills and strategies. Measurement
and testing still features the absolute standard procedures of
assessing declarative and procedural knowledge, with most
measures of higher-order cognitive activities focusing on domain--
independent knowledge. Instruments designed to test inference
making only deal with "general" knowledge types of measures. The
area should be a major focus of future research for the Air Force
technical training command. The research should depart from the
usual practice of both measuring domain declarative and
procedural knowledge and generic inference making by
investigating variables and conditions for testing and evaluating
domain-specific higher-cognitive processing.

Define Situational Variables. An integral activity in the
Analysis Phase is an assessment of the resources and facilities
of the learning environment. These include not only the
instructional resources of the learning but also the resource
capabilities (i.e., facilities, funding, and staff) for doing the
instructional development. Though it is important to maximize
instructional resources, constraints inherent in those resources
must also be recognized. The concept of constraints implies both
the physical limitations and the capabilities of the resources
for improving learning. The analysis of the situational
variables should provide information on the characteristics of
the learning environment, that is the potential learning and
instructional capabilities of the available resources and
facilities, and the requirements for modification and development
activities. Contributions by instructional technology in this
area are primarily in identifying procedures to improve methods
of evaluation. For example, Merrill and Wood (1975) developed a
quantitative procedure for evaluating existing instructional
materials based on such variables as structure of the
information, the student model, and the instructional strategy.
Future work might exhibit quantitative procedures associated with
the developments in cognitive science discussed in this proposed
updated ISD model.

An important consideration for the development of the AIDA
would be to include features that would aid an author in
identifying existing materials and comparing those with the
learning needs and problems. 1Aiti....,&c.-- I.... Lly, the AIDA couia aid
authors in identifying source manuals, subject matter experts,
and other appropriate resource people.
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Define Specifications of the Learning Program. The above set of
analysis activities provide the necessary information to specify
the variables and conditions of the learning program. This
information should be put into a document to specify the
following:

-Length of the curriculum or course in terms of )ears,

months, days, and hours.

-Structure of the information to be learned.

-Proportion of instruction presented by allowable media.

-Description of the target audience (i.e., learner
characteristics and differences).

-Definition of learning environment constraints (i.e.,
curriculum, unit, course, lesson, or module).

-Specification of the goals and information to be
incluied.

-Selection of management and delivery systems.

-Specification of the situational variables.

Feasibility Evaluation. The purpose of this front-end
evaluation is to document the feasibility of carrying out one of
three types of instructional development (i.e., adopting,
modifying, and developing) given the specifications derived from
assessments and evaluations in the Analysis Phase. As such,
feasibility evaluation focuses on documenting both the validation
of the analysis procedures and the rationale of the
specifications; that is, complete information should be provided
on how the data were collected, from whom they were collected,
and what method of validation was employed. For example, if data
were collected from training personnel (or other identifiable
military group), were they surveyed with constructed response
instruments or questioned about their opinions; if data were from
military contractors, were individuals or representatives from
organizations contacted; or if data were from military
educational policies, were the policies consistent with known
research findings or desired results? Much of this documentation
in the feasibility evaluation could be part of the AIDA system.

Documentation should also demonstrate how the goals
directly relate to the specifications derived from assessing the
learning need/problem, the learners, the domain of information,
and the situational variables., For example, if a job analysis
survey in a specific military task wat, conducted, the findings
could be reviewed by experts of that given task. Analysis
procedures are evaluated and documented in terms of their
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proximity to standard methodology and consistency of the data
interpretation.

An additional form of evaluation involves an analysis of
the likelihood that a developmental effort would result in a
product which justifies the estimated expenditures in time and
resources. In conventional practice, most cost-estimation
procedures used in instructional development are designed for
either summative evaluation or for continuing use of the product.
However, by updating the ISD process with contemporary principles
of cost-effectiveness (e.g., Doughty, 1986), which include direct
costs and learning effectiveness, it would be possible to
establish more precise cost-evaluation data in the Analysis
Phase. Again this would be quite feasible in the proposed AIDA
system.

Instructional Design Decision.

It is at this point the ISD process that the decision can
be made as to how to proceed in solving the learning
need/problem. One form of documenting this solution is to
prepare a proposal that states the rationale for the
instructional development decision and specifications for
accomplishing the stated goals.

Design Phase

The second phase in the proposed updated ISD model deals
directly with the design of the instruction. Design is the area
of ISD that has received the most research attention and most
theoretical development; yet it is probably the least employed
phase in instructional development. This paradox occurs because
of the division of work and interest between the researcher and
the developer (i.e., the author).

The failure to apply research findings is probably due
more to the increasing complexity of the ISD process than to
unwillingness by developers to use research findings. An analogy
here is the health sciences field in which expert systems are
seen as means to aid the health practitioner in avoiding bias and
in employing updated methods in both diagnosis and prescription
processes. Likewise, the concept of AIDA is to provide the Air
Force instructor with a means of developing quality instruction
within the increasingly complex ISD process.

The Design Phase functions to bridge the gap between the
curriculum level specifications of the Analysis Phase and the
actual production of the instruction in the Development Phase.
Eleven activities are proposed in the Design Phase (Table 2):

-Specification of learning objectives
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-Analysis of the information to be learned

-Definition of the entry knowledge

-Definition of the organization and sequence of the
information

-Specification of the message design

-Specification of human factors

-Specification of the learner evaluation system

-Specification of the formative evaluation plan

-Review of existing materials

-Preparation of a development plan

Table 2

Authoring Activities in the Analysis Phase

Analysis Phase Steps Authoring Activities

Front-end analysis Establish conditions of the
learning environment

Define philosophy and theory These conditions influence
of learning conditions each stem in the ID process.

Thus, the generic steps are
adjusted to account foi the
defined conditions.

Analyze learning needs and/or Identify discrepancies
problem between desired and actual

learning and performance
discrepancies

Define learning variables Identify specific informa-
tion to be learned

Define constraints restricting Identify the scope of the
resolution of learning and need/problem (i.e.,
performance discrepancies curriculum, course, module

and/or lesson)

Analyze target population Determine learner
characteristics:
geographic location, age
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Table 2 (continued)

Authoring Activities in the Analysis Phase

ability,need for motivation,
present skill levels,
number of students
Determine learner
differences:
Cognitive style, aptitude,
learning style, personality
factors, motivation,
perception

Define the learning Establish scope andenvironment constraints of the ID
process

Specify goals State abstract descriptions
of what knowledge is to be
acquired(levels of
knowledge-declarative,
conceptual, and procedural)

Analyze domain of information Knowledge engineering(curriculum and course lvels) activities: Identify
organization of information
Establish knowledge base

Define management and Establish role of computerdelivery system in management of the
learning environment:
Identify basic goals
for computer delivery of
instruction (and identify
alternative systems, e.g.
interactive video)

Define conditions of learner Determine the method(s) forassessment/evaluation assessing and evaluating
learner knowledge
acquisition (e.g., methods
of diagnosis, error
detection, error analysis)

Define situational variables Identify existing materials,
compare them with
needs/problem;
Identify source manuals,
subject matter experts, and
resource people
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Table 2 (continued)

Authoring Activities in the Analysis Phase

Define specifications of Document conditions and
learning program specifications of program:

length, structure,
proportion presented by
allowable media, target
population decription,

definition of constraints,
goals and information to be
covered, levels of program
intelligence within manage-
ment and instructional
system

Validate the analysis
process

Feasibility evaluation Consider whether to: Buy
use use existing materials,
modify an existing course,
develop a new course, or
discontinue development
effort
Estimate cost and resource
requirements for each
alternative

Specify Learning Objectives

An initial activity in the Design Phase is to define the
learning objectives as they relate to the goals of the
curriculum. Learning objectives received an influential position
in ISD models under the behavioral paradigm. Likewise, the
cognitive paradigm views objectives as an integral component of
the updated ISD model. Learning objectives define the type of
learning desired within the scope of the appropriate goals
associated with knowledge acquisition and employment. In
contrast to behavioral objectives which define end-of-instruction
learning outcomes, learning objectives define the type of
knowledge and cognitive abilities to be acquired. Learning
objectives are important in the planning of integrated
instructional environments because they provide the means of both
allocating learning time and identifying specific instructional
methods. Also, unlike behavioral objectives which only state
observable learning outcomes, learning objectives imply a given
cognitive process of learning or thinking.
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The approach to writing objectives under the behavioral
paradigm is well defined in many instructional development
sources. Although most behavioral objectives follow Bloom's
(1956) taxonomy, actual practice rarely dealt with behaviors
above the application level because of the problem of direct
observation of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Therefore, a
major updating of the ISD model requires the recognition that
higher-order learning objectives can be defined. A convenient
way of doing this is to update Gagne's conditions of learning
which already reflect this transition from the behavioral
paradigm to the cognitive.

In terms of learner assessment, the cognitive-based
objectives that deal directly with the acquisition of declarative
and procedural knowledge provide for quantitative measures of
specific domain information. However, the learning objectives for
contextual knowledge acquisition and improvements in thinking are
more subject to reflective evaluations rather than the usual
correct or incorrect assessments associated with the learning of
content information. That is, it is far easier to test a
knowledge base for amount of information than it is to measure
for organization and accessibility.

The categories of learning objectives presented here are
for the most part taken from Gagne's (1985) classification of
learning outcomes. Whereas Gagne prefers to lump all thinking
processes into one category of human capability (i.e., cognitive
strategies), proposed is a category system of learning objectives
that provides for more basic distinctions among the various forms
of thinking. This allows for clarification of both learning
outcomes and instructional strategies, and allows a direct
correspondence to be established among memory system components,
learning objectives, and learning time. The proposed categories
of learning objectives are as follows:

-Verbal information. This category of objectives deals
with the learner acquiring an awareness and understanding of the
facts, concepts, rules, and principles within a specified domain
of information (i.e., declarative knowledge). The specific
concepts to be learned are identified by an information analysis
procedure that shows the schematic organization of the domain as
well as the individual concepts.

An analysis of the information to be learned is a highly
important procedure in instructional design, because it provides
the instructional sequence by which information can be presented
(Reigeluth, 1987). That is, a structured sequence enhances the
learner's initial organization of a knowledge base (see Tennyson,
1981, for a complete review of an information analysis).
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-Intellectual skills. This category of objectives
involves the learner acquiring the skill to use correctly the
concepts, rules, and p-cpes of a zjc:ified domain of
information (i.e., procedural knowledge). The classification of
unencountered examples of a given concept is an example.
Classification is the intellectual skill by which learners both
discriminate and generalize to previously unencountered examples.
The intellectual skill for rule using, is the ability to use the
rule correctly in the solving of a previously unencountered
problem.

-Contextual skills. This category of objectives focuses
on the learner's acquisition of the organization and
accessibility of a knowledge base for a particular domain (i.e.,
contextual knowledge). The organization of a knowledge base
refers to the schematic structure of the information, whereas
accessibility refers to the cognitive skills that provide the
means for employing the knowledge base in the service of recall,
problem solving, and creativity. Contextual knowledge includes
the criteria, (i.e., standards, values, and appropriateness) of a
given domain's structure. For example, simply knowing how to
classify examples or knowing how to use a rule (or principle)
does not imply that the learner knows when and why to employ
specific concepts or rules. Therefore, this objective category
requires a learning environment in which the learner can develop
both the associative network of the knowledge base
(i.e.organization) and the skills to effectively employ the
knowledge (i.e., accessibility).

-Cognitive strategies. This category of objectives deals
with both the development of cognitive complexity abilities and
the improvement of domain specific skills of thinking. Cognitive
strategies objectives deal with two important issues in
education. First, is the elaboration of cognitive strategies
that will arm the students with increased domain specific
contextual knowledge. As stated earlier, thinking processes
(i.e., recall, problem solving, and creativity) are domain-
independent and are only integrated within domains as skills by
employment on domain- centered situations. For example, knowing
the scientific method of inquiry (an abstract set of concepts)
does not in and of itself provide sufficient information to
transfer across disciplines without the further acquisition of
more concrete domain-dependent application skills. A second role
of cognitive strategies objectives is the development of the
cognitive abilities of differentiation and integration. These
abilities enable learners to effectively employ and improve the
knowledge base; therefore, they are integral to any educational
goal seeking to improve thinking strategies.

-Creative processes. This category of objectives deals
directly with the most elusive goal of education, the development
and improvement of creativity. The creative process can be
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defined as a twofold ability: First, as the ability to create
knowledge to solve a problem derived from the external
environment; and, second, as the ability to nreate the
probln -A- well aw the knowledge to solve it. Integral to the
creating of both the problem and knowledge is the consistency of
the individual in employing appropriate selection criteria in
evaluating possible problems and new information. In this
process of cognitive evaluation, I define two forms of criteria.
The first is criteria that are currently part of the knowledge
base and which can be applied with a high level of consistency.
In contrast are criteria that are developed concurrently with the
problem and/or knowledge, and are consistently applied within the
given situation or domain. Creative process objectives need to
specify not only the ability to develop and improve creativity
but also the form of criteria for evaluating creativity. That
is, students should be informed of the criteria in the former
and, in the latter, the necessity to develop criteria.

Gagne's two other conditions of learning, attitude and
motor skill, refer in the former condition to affective processes
and in the latter to psychomotor processes. For example, at the
curricular level of learner assessment, the student model may
indicate a motivational problem; in such, situations the
instructional design could deal with the problem. In other
situations, attitude may be an important curricular goal,
therefore, it would be specified here as an affective objective
and appropriate instructional variables would be specified within
a prescribed instructional strategy.

If the learning need/problem indicated a motor skills
goal(s), a learning objective for a motor skill process would be
specified and a corresponding instructional strategy would be
selected. However, minimal research work has been done with the
interaction of motor skills and cognitive skills. Some applied
work in pilot training using simulations has been done (e.g.,
Anderson & Trollip, 1981), but few generalizable variables have
resulted from this work.

In summary, the ISD process of specifying learning
objectives can be updated by extending Gagne's conditions of
learning in the cognitive strategies area. Such an extension
would also enhance the linkage between higher-order objectives
and specific instructional strategies.

Analyze Information Organization

The design of instruction ultimately centers on the
information to be learned and the learning processes required of
the learner in regard to given goals. This activity of the
Design Phase refers to the analysis of the information to be
learned. As discussed in the Analysis Phase, the behavioral
paradigm for an analysis consists mainly of a flow-charting of
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tasks in terms of behavior statements or content attribute
statements or combinations of both. Instructional developers, as
well as coanitivp rpacher hal,, fm .nd that thc ' .... '-
paradigm of organizing information is an inadequate structure for
an efficient learning sequence. For example, because of the
programming difficulties arising from the design of computer-
based courseware, instructional developers have adapted the
concepts of artificial intelligence to analysis of information
(Simon, 1980). Bunderson (1983) proposed that when designing
instruction, the information can be analyzed to determine the
most efficient arrangement of the knowledge for purposes of
learning not for purposes of disciplined organization (as in the
knowledge base of an expert system).

Employing approaches of cognitive psychologists who have
investigated knowledge representation in memory, I have updated
the information analysis activity by elaborating from the
abstract knowledge base defined in the Analysis Phase. Using the
current cognitive paradigm of schematic representation, I propose
three forms of elaborated analysis within the information
analysis process. The first form, attribute characteristics,
refers to the identification of specific concepts within a domain
and the specific features of each concept (i.e., declarative
knowledge). For example, within the domain of English grammar is
the information associated with internal punctuation. An
attribute characteristics analysis would identify the specific
punctuation rules and their specific features. Such an
identification would provide a basis for preparing the semantic
structure (the second form of analysis) of the specific rules,
based in part on their connections to prerequisite knowledge.
The third form of analysis, schematic structure, identifies the
connections within and among the schemata of a given domain of
information. This analysis follows KE methods of identifying
problems and problem sets and the schemes employed to solve the
problems. The purpose of the schematic analysis is to determine
the sequence of the information presentation. The sequence arms
the learner with an initial organization of the information for
solving problems. With additional experience in knowledge
employment, the initial organization will be elaborated.

Define Entry Knowledge

An important contribution of the behavioral paradigm to
instructional design has been the notion of aptitude treatment
interaction (ATI). Briefly, this concept implies that within a
given aptitude certain learners would learn better with a
particular instructional method than other learners with a
radically different measurement. For example, students with a
high aptitude for mathematics would do better with a particular
treatment, while students with a low aptitude would do better
with an entirely differenL Lreatment. Unfortunately, the ATI
approach to individual differences has not been shown to
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effective in improving learning. One basic problem was that the
general aptitude measure was not a good means for prescribing
specific instructional treatments. On the other hand, the
#ognitive paradigm of making connections between information to
be learned with prerequisite knowledge stored in memory has been
shown to be a more effective means of prescribing instruction.

Proposed in this updated ISD activity, is the
specification of necessary entry knowledge that a learner needs
to have in memory to successfully learn the new information.
Three types of knowledge that seem to have an influence on the
acquisition of information are background (i.e., domain),
associative (i.e., sub-domain), and prerequisite. Background
knowledge represents that level of specification of a domain as
given in the Analysis Phase. Also to be considered is the
relationship to other domains. For example, to fully understand
the novel, Gone With the Wind, would require a background
knowledge of the American Southern States culture before, during,
and after the war betweei. the states. The second type of entry
knowledge is associative knowledge, which represents concepts and
rules within the domain but within another context. For example,
within the domain of structured programming languages are several
languages. If a student was to learn within this domain the
language of PASCAL, but had already learned BASIC, this would
influence acquisition as contrasted with a student without BASIC.
The third type of entry knowledge is the most common form,
prerequisite knowledge. This knowledge is represented within
memory at its most concrete level and is directly related to the
information to be learned. Cognitive theory implies that for
knowledge to be effectively retrieved, it must be encoded with
the schematic connections.

Define organization of Information

Once the information has been analyzed, the next authoring
activity is to organize the information into an appropriate
sequence for presentation. The activity at the most abstract
level is organization into courses. This mapping is done in
reference to program specifications from the Analysis Phase. The
organization sequences the information from the course level into
lessons and finally into modules. The purpose of the
organizational plan is to be able to trace the specific
information within a module back to the most abstract level of
the domain. These traces would help clarify the entry knowledge
for any given module.

Specify Learning System

All of the preceding activities establish the objectives
and organization of the information to be learned within a given
domain of information. As stated throughout the above narrative,
the complexity of the procedures could be reduced and even in
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many cases eliminated with an advanced instructional design
advisor, allowing the author to apply the powerful techniques
cominq from cognitive science ane, in:tructional technology
without the necessity of learning them. Within this component
the specifications of the learning system are established, and
could be likewise aided by an AIDA system. The primary
activities include selecting the appropriate instructional
strategies and management system.

The conventional ISD approach to determining an
instructional strategy is t. select a method of instruction
independent of the information to be learned and the learning
objectives. However, given the cognitive psychology paradigm of
the knowledge base as more than a storage device, instructional
strategies should provide methods that correspond to all forms of
knowledge acquisition and employment.

For purposes of presenting the updated ISD rodel, T wi]R
continue to use a modification of Gagne's conditions of learning
(Figure 1) and I will further identify instructionalprescLi tions that have direct relationships to specific learning

objectives. These prescriptions are composed of instructional
variables and conditions that have rich empirical-bases of
support (for a review of the empirical findings see Tennyson &
Breuer, 1984; Tennyson & Cocchirella, 1986; Tennyson, Thurlow. &
Breuer, 1988). That is, instead of prescribing a given strategy
of instruction for all forms of learning, I have identif_ 'd
categories of prescriptions, each composed of strategies that can
be integrated according to given instructional situations.

Figure 2

Memory Declarative Procedural Contextual Cognitive Total
System Knowledge Knowledge Knowledge Complexity Cognitive
Components Complexity

Learning Verbal Intellectual Contextual Cognitive Creative
Objectives Information Skills Skills Strategies Processes

Instruc- Expository Practice Problem Complex- Self-
tional Strategies Strategies Oriented Dynamic Directed
Prescrip- Strategies Strategies Experiences
tions

Instruc- Label Interroga- Sub-domain Domain
tional Definition tory simulation simulation,
variables Best examples Context role

Example Format of error playing
Expository examples analysis Domain
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Figure 2 (continued)
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Figure 2. Instructional systems design model linking cognitive
learning theory with instructional prescriptions.

The five instructional prescription categories are as
follows:

Expository strategies. This category represents those
instructional variables designed to provide an environment for
learning of declarative knowledge. The basic instructional
variables provide a context for the to-be-learned information.
Within this category, the concept of advance organizers (Ausubel,
1968) is extended to include a meaningful context as well as a
framework of a given domains schematic structure. This
instructional variables, context, establishes not only the
initial structure of the domain but, also, introduces both the
"why" (or theoretical nature of the information) and the "when"
(i.e., the criteria of the domains standards, values, and
appropriateness).

Following the contextual introduction of a given domain,
the expository instructional variables present the ideas,
concepts, principles, rules, etc., in forms to extend existing
knowledge and to aid the establishment of new knowledge. The
variables listed in Figure 2 include the following:

-Label. Identifies the appropriate term for the
information.

-Best Example. An example that clearly demonstrates the
information.

-Expository Examples. Additional examples that elaborate
the information.
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-Worked Examples. Worked examples is an expository
environment in which the information is presented to the rtudent
in statement torm (e.g., a lecture or text material). The
purpose is to help the student in understanding both the context
of the information and the structure of information (i.e.,
organization). For example, to learn a mathematical operation,
the student is presented the steps of the process in an
expository problem while, concurrently, presenting explanations
for each step. In this way, the student can clearly understand
the procedures of the mathematical operation without developinq
possible misconceptions often occurring with discovery methods or
instruction (Petkovich & Tennyson, in press).

Practice strategies. This category of instructional
prescriptions contains a rich variety of variables and conditions
which can be designed into numerous qtrategies to improve
learning (see Figure 2). This category is labelled practice,
because the objective is to learn how to use knowledge correctly
(i.e., the emphasis is on acquisition of procedural knowledge).
Therefore, it requires constant interaction between student
learning (e.g., problem solving) and instructional system
monitoring. Practice strategies should attempt to create an
environment in which (a) the student learns to apply knowledge to
unencountered situations while (b) the instructional system
carefully monitors the student's performance so as to both
prevent and correct possible misconceptions of procedural
knowledge.

The basic instructional method in this strategy is the
presentation of interrogatory (question) problems that have not
been previously encountered (see Tennyson & Cocchiarella, 1986,
for a complete review of variables in this category). Other
variables include means for evaluation of learner responses
(e.g., pattern recognition), advisement (or coaching),
elaboration of basic information (e.g., text density, Morrison et
al., 1988), organization of information, number of problems, use
of expository information, error analysis, and lastly,
refreshment and remediation of prerequisite knowledge.

In schooling environments, peer tutoring has been shown to
improve learning when tutors are trained with the above variables
and are matched intellectually with the tutee. More recently,
computer-based tutorial systems have employed advanced rule-based
methods of programming to develop machine-intelligent
applications of the above variables. For example, the MAIS
system has successfully employed more than one of the above
variables in an intelligent computer-assisted instructional
system (Tennyson & Park, 1987).

Problem-oriented strategies. In the curricular planning
phase of the updated ISD model (Figure 1), I propose that 25% of
the instructional time be allocated to the acquisition of
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contextual knowledge. A proposed instructional strategy for this
category uses problem-oriented simulation techniques. The
purpose of simulations is to improve the organization and
accessibility of information within a knowledge base by
presenting problems that require the student to sparch through
their memory to locate and retrieve the appropriate knowledge to
propose a solution. Within this context, the simulation is a
problem rather than an expository demonstration of some situation
or phenomenon.

In most discussions of knowledge base organizations, the
specification of the accessibility process is elusive. However,
in the field of artificial intelligence, the accessibility
process is the most important function of an intelligent system.
Within expert systems, contextual knowledge is represented in the
form of the search rules (i.e., selection criteria). These rules
are often in the form of production rules (e.g., IF THEN
statements) or higher-order, meta rules. More advanced AI
systems use fuzzy logic rules or conditional probability
heuristics to account for problem situations requiring inferences
that are more than mere dichotomous outcomes.

However, human memory systems, unlike computer-based AT
systems, can self-generate the contextual knowledge of the
knowledge base. The instructional key to improving this human
cognitive process is the opportunity for the learner to
participate in solving domain-specific problems that have a
meaningful context (Ross, 1983; Ross, McCormick, & Krisak, 1986).

Problem-oriented simulations present domain specific
problem situations to improve the organization and accessibility
of information within the knowledge base. Basically, the
strategy focuses on the students trying to employ their
declarative and procedural knowledge in solving domain-specific
problems. Problem-oriented simulations present task situations
that require the student to (a) analyze the problem, (b) work out
a conceptualization of the problem, (c) define specific goals for
coping with the problem, and (d) propose a solution or decision.
Unlike problems in the practice strategies that focus on
acquiring procedural knowledge, problem-oriented simulations
present tasks that require employment of the domain's procedural
knowledge. Thus, the student is in a problem solving situation
that requires establishing connections and associations among the
facts, concepts, rules, and principles of specific domains of
information.

To help students acquire a richer schematic network for
their knowledge base, cooperative learning group techniques can
become an integral condition of the problem-oriented simulation
strategies. Within groups, students present and advocate their
respective solutions to problems posed by the simulation.
Research findings indicate that socialization is an important
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condition in the improvement of contextual knowledge acquisition
(e.g., Wagner & Sternberg, 1984). That is, the process of
advocacy and controversy within the group provides an environment
for students to both elaborate and extend their contextual
knowledge. In other words, problem-oriented simulations add
practical experience to the knowledge base not usually acqui.-ed
by students until they are placed in a "real world" environ.nt.

Complex-dynamic strategies. Instructional methods for
developing thinking processes are often employed independent of
given domains of information. For example, Feuerstein et al.
(1980) present an elaborate training program to teach thinking
skills by having students practice problem solving methods with
nonsense tasks. The assumption is that after learning a set of
generic, domain-independent problem solving skills, these skills
can be tranferred to domain specific situations. However,
independently derived empirical findings of such training
programs show little, if any transfer (Frederiksen, 1984). Part
of the explanation for the failure of transfer, is that when
subsequent domain-specific instruction is given, the focus is on
acquisition of declarative and procedural knowledge rather than
either acquisition of contextual knowledge or thinking processes
development. Also, given the complexity of a knowledge base's
organization, thinking skills do not provide sufficient means to
cope with any but the simplest of problems (Gagne & Glaser,
1987).

In contrast to the many proposed training systems for
domain-independent thinking skills development, simulations that
present domain-specific problem situations allow learners to
develop their thinking processes while employing the domain
knowledge stored in their own memory systems. Complex-dynamic
simulations extend the format of the problem-oriented simulations
by use of an iterative problem format that not only shows the
consequences of decisions but also updates the situational
conditions and proceeds to make the next iteration more complex.
That is, the simulation is longitudinal (i.e., dynamic), allowing
for increasing difficulty of the situation as well as providing
additions, deletions, and changes in variables and conditions.
In more sophisticated complex-dynamic simulations these
alterations and changes are done according to individual
differences.

The main features of complex-dynamic simulations are:
(a) present the initial variables and conditions of the
situation; (b) assess the learner's proposed solution; and (c)
establish the next iteration of the variables and conditions
based on the cumulative efforts of the learner.

Instructional variables and conditions of a complex-
problem simulation are as follows:
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To further enhance the development and improvement of
higher-order thinking processes with complex-problem simulations,
we propose the employment of cooperative learning methods.
Research findings (e.g., Breuer, 1985, 1987) indicate that intd-
group interactions in problem-solving situations contribute to
cognitive complexity development, because the learners are
confronted with the different interpretations of the given
simulation conditions by the other group members. In this way,
new integrations among existing concepts within and between
schemata can be established, alternative integrations to a given
situation can be detected, and criteria for judging their
validity can be developed.

In summary, complex-dynamic strategies should be designed
to provide a learning environment in which learners develop and
improve higher-order thinking processes by engaging in situations
that require the employment of their knowledge base in the
service of problem solving.

Self-directed experiences. The creative process is a
cognitive ability that seemingly can be improved by learners who
engage in activities requiring novel and valuable outcomes. That
is, the creative process can be improved by instructional methods
that allow students the opportunity to create knowledge within
the context of a given domain. Instructional programs that
provide an environment for easy manipulation of new information
increase the learning time available for such activities. An
example of such an environment is LOGO (Papert, 1980), a
computer-based software program within the domain of mathematics.
LOGO is especially helpful for those students who currently have
a good declarative and procedural knowledge base of mathematics
and need to elaborate their organization and accessibility of
that knowledge.

Other computer-based software programs provide
environments for self-directed learning experiences that may
improve the creative process within given domains. For example,
word processing programs have been shown to improve writing
skills because of the ease in correcting and adjusting text
structure (Lawler, 1985; Zvacek, 1988). Computer-based
simulations have also shown that the creative process can be
improved when students can both continually see the outcomes of
their decisions while understanding the predictability of their
decisions (Rasch, 1988).

The creative process is a cognitive ability that
apparently can be improved with use within a domain and computer-
based software programs seem to provide the type of environment
which can enhance instructional methods for such improvements
(Collins & Stevens, 1983). Because of the time necessary for
participating in creative activities, educators should provide
sufficient learning time for such development (Rasch, 1988).
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Computer software programs that are domain specific enhance the
cost-effectiveness of instructional strategies aimed at the
improvement of creativity.

The key instructional attribute for this category is an
environment that allows students to experience the creative
process at that given moment. Computer software programs that
are domain specific and provide for self-directed learning seem
to offer excellent instructional strategies for meeting goals or
a curriculum that emphasizes higher-level thinking strategies.
Although, we have focused on computer-based software in this
instructional category, there are of course other possible
instructional means for students improving their creative
processes.

Specify method of management.

The second activity in specifying the learning system is
defining the parameters of the management system for the
instruction. Cognitive psychology offers theoretical
explanations that favor student responsibility in managing their
learning and instructional technology offers management systems
to provide student initiative. (Note. This area needs further
elaboration).

Specify Message Design

Instructional technology provides an increasingly rich set
of variables to enhance the presentation of information. The
purpose of this activity is to improve the presentation to better
represent the information to be learned. Thus, this component of
the updated ISD model brings together the type of interaction
proposed by Clark (1983). That is, the message design is more
than a means to delivery instruction. For example, information
that has a spatial quality as an integral critical attribute can
be presented with an animated graphic to make a more complete
representation of the information.

The task of an author here is to specify the design of the
presentation in reference to the information to be learned. This
is an area that AIDA may be able to "id an author by clarifying
the display nature of the information. The author needs to match
the attributes of the information with the available display
elements and, if possible, the management system.

Specify Human Factors

Most of the ISD updates thus far have come primarily from
both cognitive psychology and computer science, however, this
component on human factors comes directly from educational
technology. The human-machine interface is, of course, a concern
for any field that has had any impact from modern technology.
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The concern here is for identification of variables that will
enhance learner interface with technology-based instruction.
Although this is a relatively new field of study in educational
technology, there is already a large body of literature on human
factors. Much of the information is case study data coming from
a raw-empiricism approach to CAI design, but there is sufficient
experimental data to show major updates this area. Factors which
an author needs to consider are such things as menu options,
function key prompts, special helps, glossaries, and many other
variables that may affect how learners interact with computers.

Specify Learner Evaluation System

The field of human testing and evaluation has gone through
major changes in the past two decades, with current focus on
learner assessment during learning and instruction. Examples are
seen in ICAI programs and adaptive instructional systems that
provide the means for on-task learning evaluation. The purpose
of on-task assessment is to diagnose learning progress so as to
adapt the instructional prescription to individual learner needs.
Assessment methods range from a philosophy of preventive
instruction (e.g., the MAIS system, Tennyson & Park, 1987) to
reactive instruction (e.g., BUGGY, Burton & Brown, 1982).

Along with on-task assessment methods, an author needs to
determine overall performance to determine the end of instruction
evaluation. Adaptive testing systems are by their nature
computer-based, but other forms of testing use the computer as a
tool of computation only. In recent years there has been a focus
in psychological testing on the effect of computers on assessment
when compared to other traditional forms. That is, what does the
computer bring to the testing situation that was not there
before? The type of testing and evaluation will depend of the
specifications set up in the Analysis Phase.

Specify Formative Evaluation System

In general, the purpose of formative evaluation is to
obtain data necessary for making revisions and refinements of the
instructional program during the Development Phase. Refinement
refers to adjustments within single elements of the instructional
design and/or development processes that do not affect the other
elements; while revisions, on the other hand, refer to
alternations in one element such it produces changes in one or
more of the other elements. Data used for refinements and
revisions are derived concurrently with each activity of the ISD
process. Formative evaluation includes such activities as review
of the information analysis by subject matter experts, validation
of the test and instructional presentations, tryouts of the
prototype instructional materials, and finally a tryout of the
instruction in a simulated learning environment. Updates to the
ISD model in this area come more from the field of program
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evaluation then either cognitive science or instructional

technology.

Review/Select Existina Materials

In the Analysis Phase a review of possible curricular and
instructional materials is made to help decide on whether to
develop new materials or existing materials. In this component
search is done to see if there are any materials available to
assist in the development process. This could range from direct
instructional materials to aids in helping in the development of
materials (e.g., an authoring system). Efficiency of this
activity could be improved by an AIDA.

Prepare Design Document

An important element of efficient instructional design is
formulating a plan for administering the development process.
The tasks to be accomplished to actualize the various
instructional design components into a prototype of the learning
program should defined in a design document. Each design
component dictates certain development decisions. For example,
to operationalize the management strategy, each segment of the
instruction should be specified as to level of system
intelligence and learner control. This design document becomes
the blueprint for the instructor and could be standardized in an
AIDA.

Development Phase

During the development phase (Table 3), all instructional
materials are produced as specified in the design document. The
development of individual courseware components is accomplished
in accordance with the design and development strategy specified
during earlier phases. The result of the development phase is
complete learning program which ready for presentation.

Table 3

Authoring Activities in the Design Phase

Design Phase Steps Authoring Activities

Specify Learning Objectives State objectives for
learning program, speci-
fying: Desired condi-
tions of learning (e.g.,
verbal information, in-
tellectual skills, cog-
nitive strategies,
motor skills, attitudes)
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Table 3 (continued)

Authoring Activities in the Design Phase

Analyze information structure Determine schematic
structure from knowledge
base (referenced to
conditions of learning)
Determine schematic
structure from semantic
structure for content
attribute
characteristics

Define entry knowledge Identify and determine
learner entry knowledge
and behaviors
Determine learner
(student) model:
background knowledge,
associative knowledge,
prerequisite knowledge,
prior knowledge

Define organization and Determine sequence of
sequence of information information through:

a) course, b) module,
c) lesson

Specify learning system State meta-instructional
strategy

Specify meta-instructional Specify use of meta-
strategies instructional strategy

variables:
drill variables,
placement of items,
display time, label,
definition, context,
best examples, exposi-
tory examples,

Specify meta-instructional interrogatory examples
strategies strategy operation,

attribute elaboration

Specify mode of interaction State level of system
interaction: program
initiative, mixed
initiative

Specify screen management Determine screen layout,
postioning, sizing, etc.
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Table 3 (continued)

Authoring Activities in the Design Phase

Specify presentation modes Select input/output
modes: Keyboard,
positional, speech

Specify computer-based Select computer-based
enhancements enhancements: Worked

examples, display time,
format of examples,
amount of information,
sequence, embedded
refreshment, and
remediation

Specify methods of management Design methods of
management per selected
level of intelligence:
Flowchart, algorithmic,
heuristic

Specify message design Select display
characteristics (e.g.,
graphics, text, color);
Design screen layout

Specify human factors Design: Menus, function
key prompts, special
helps, glossaries;
Identify hardware
configurations

Specify Learner Evaluation Determine on-task
System learning assessment and

level of diagnosis
(e.g., preventive,
overlay, reactive,
advisement, coaching)
Determine use to be
made of pretests,
progress checks, and
posttests;
Determine how
assessments are to be
administered (i.e. by
computer or paper)

Specify formative evaluation Outline strategy for
system validating learning

learning materials
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Table 3 (continued)

Authoring Activities in the Design Phase

Review/select existing Select portions of
materials existing materials

appropriate for
inclusion

Prepare document design Document all design
decisions to guide
development of prototype
learning materials

Prepare Content Narratives

A critical initial step in the development phase is the
acquisition and documentation of all subject matter content
required to achieve the stated objectives. Subject matter
experts may aid the instructor (i.e., author) in the organization
and preparation of the content. This task resembles information
retrieval techniques.

Preparing Learning Activity Designs

After the required content is assembled, the content
narratives are then structured by the author into the appropriate
learning activity designs. Each learning activity design with
all relevant content is then reviewed by an expert author (or
even AIDA) to assure consistency with the design and by one or
more subject matter experts to assure content accuracy and
completeness.

Develop Learning Activities

The development of learning activities involves the
structuring and writing of the content so that it will
communicate effectively with the learner. The content of the
first learning activity must be written and structured so as to
employ the strengths of the medium and to maintain a sensitivity
to the target audience characteristics and needs. Again,
research in instruction technology offers development
enhancements here.

Develop Assessment Instrument

The means of assessment and evaluation are developed in
accordance with the intent of the learning objectives. For
example, additional problem-oriented simulation items would
measure contextual knowledge, while more conventional test items
would measure declarative and procedural. The testing work
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employing Bayesian methods appears to be offer advancements to

this component of the updated ISD model.

R eviews

An important concept adopted from computer science in the
ISD process, is the importance of review and documentation. At
this point in the development process, all instructional
materials are in draft form. Proposed are two principal reviews
of the materials. First, the subject matter experts review the
materials to determine the technical accuracy and completeness or
the materials. The SMEs also provide the feedback to the author
so that necessary corrections may be made. Second, the author
reviews the materials in order to determine whether they meet the
requirements of the analysis and design phases. An AIDA system
could provide this function.

Editing of Learning Program

This activity is taken from the experience of the
publishing community more directly than cognitive science or
instructional technology. An editor should review all courseware
materials for grammar, style, and consistency; make the necessary
adjustments or corrections; and coordinates those changes with
the author. Applications of computer-based systems to improve
writing ski2Is are only now being studied, but the initial
findings show impovements (Zvacek, 1988).

Formative Evaluation

The purpose of the formative evaluation is much like that
of a pilot study in research, to make sure everything works
before actually conducting the experiment. During this activity,
the following tasks are performed:

-Conduct one-on-one tryout of draft materials
-Revise on the basis of one-on-one results
-Conduct small group pilot test(s)
-Revise on the basis of pilot results
-Simulation tryout with intended audience
-Revise and refine as needed

Implementation Phase

During the implementation phase (Table 4), the instruction
becomes part of the Air Force technical training school. The
curriculum and instruction are used with the target population by
the author. When the course is set up, any specific services
required to deliver, maintain or support it are established.
While the course is being used with its intended target
population, data should be collected on student performance and
attitudes. Information may also be recorded about the students'
job performance after they complete the course. This practice
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reflects the degree to which the original need/problem was

solved.

Table 4

Authoring Activities in the Development Phase

Development Phase Steps Authoring Activities

Prepare content narratives Acquire and document
subject matter content
(i.e. knowledge base
and schematic
structure)

Prepare learning activity Review learning
designs designs and associated

content for adherence
to design and for
accuracy and
completeness

Develop learning activities Employ strengths of
medium; Implement
instructional
strategies

Develop assessment instrument Develop items
designs appropriate for each

objective and learning
activity; Develop items
consistent with
designed assessment
system

Reviews Subject matter experts
review material for
accuracy and
completeness; Designers
review material to
determine whether
it meets requirements
established in analysis
and development phases

Editing of learning program Establish format and
composition
requirements;
Review all materials
for grammar, style, and
consistency
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Table 4 (continued)

Authoring Activities in the Development Phase

Formative Evaluation Conduct one-on-one
tryout of prototype
materials; Revise on
the basis of one-on-one
result; Conduct
simulation tryout;
Refine on the basis of
simulation test; Edit
and produce; Perform
technical and
mechanical review

Documentation

Summative Evaluation

ine evaluation in this activity (Table 5) is of a
summative nature. It is intended to measure the effectiveness of
the curricular and/or instructional problem identified in the
analysis phase. Data gathered during field use are analyzed and
summarized to comment on the quality of the instruction,
especially in terms of improvements in learning. Cost-
effectiveness can be determined to evaluate both the given
situation the general approach of the ISD process.

Table 5

Authoring Activities in the Implementation Phase

Implementation Phase Authoring Activities

Reproduce materials
Establish/modify
support services;
Distribute materials;
Deliver instruction;
Collect data on
learner performance
and attitude

Maintenance Phase

This phase (Table 6) is usually not considered in the
conventional ISD model, but it can influence the longitudinal
quality of instruction. The purpose of the maintenance phase is
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Lo maintain the instruction at or near the level of effectiveness
as when first implemented. Updates to the ISD model are derived
from the field of program evaluation and instructional
technology. The guidelines presented below could be included in
the AIDA as both an initial activity (i.e., preceding the
Analysis Phase) and as the means of continuing an interaction
with AIDA as instructors seek to improve their current
instructional programs and materials.

First, are the instructional materials still worth using
in the learning environment? This question refers to the concept
of cost-benefits. In other words, do the benefits derived from
the product justify the costs? In the case of instructional
materials (e.g., video), are they achieving the goals and
objectives of the instruction? Benefits include such factors as
high learning levels, positive learner attitudes and an efficient
management system. The Air Force technical training, probably
the most important source of data to be analyzed would be the
performances of the learners after they have finished the
instruction. This can be immediate performance, such as
performance at the next level of instruction, or performance
after transferring to the job. Collection of this type of data
is useful in updating the goals and objectives of not only the
instruction but the entire curriculum.

Second, updating the information is an important
consideration in keeping instructional products and materials
current. This factor is one of the major concerns of the Air
Force technical training schools, and one of the main purposes
for proposing AIDA. Within the context of the AIDA, a procedure
could be set up by which the instructor would review the
information of a course in light of changes in the domain and to
update the instruction accordingly. The assumption within the
conventional ISD model that content in any domain will remain
constant for five years (usually the standard time for shelve
life of mediated materials) without updating is incorrect. AIDA
should assume that periodic changes to instructional content need
to be made.

Third, learner attitudes toward the instruction and
materials should be measured along with performance measures.
Learner attitudes do fluctuate; they need to be reassessed after
instructional materials have been used over a period of time.
Factors which usually affect student attitudes are out-or-date
visuals, poor condition of photographic displays (e.g., film and
slides), missing learning materials or any other components of
the system which do not meet the technical standards of the
original product or materials. Student attitudes of this kind
are obtained not by questionnaires alone, but by one-to-one
interviews and small group discussions; where possible, anonymous
inputs solicited by the instructors are helpful.
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Fourth, changes in individual characteristics of the
learner need to be evaluated. Certainly the Air Force technical
training schools have had to reassess the goals and basic
educational needs of the students. Societal policies change
periodically, requiring that instructional goals and objectives
change accordingly. Likewise, learner goals fluctuate,
necessitating adjustments in learning environments and possibly
changes in the instruction. For a variety of reasons, learner
prerequisites change over time, requiring possible changes in thc
instructional system.

Fifth, if some form of media is involved in the
instructional delivery system (another major goal of AIDA), that
must be evaluated and maintained as well. New media sources
should be incorporated when -es-ible. For example, computerizing
standard tests (much like has been done in clinical psychology
over the past few years) could provide additional years of usage
to instructional materials. Integrating media into existing
instructional systems could improve the efficiency of the
learning. Modification of the instructional delivery system is
often an inexpensive method of updating instruction.

Maintenanice evaluation makes it possible to prolong the
life of developed instruction while maintaining the original
effectiveness and efficiency. To make significant gains in
developing new instruction requires that a method of maintaining
current materials be employed. The proposed updated ISD model
views instructional development within a broader context of both
new development and maintaining previously developed instruction.

Table 6

Authoring Activities in the Maintenance Phase

Maintenance Phase Authoring Activities

Determine whether to
make major revision
(go to analysis phase)
or minor revision
(Stay in Maintenance);
Perform maintenance on
learning activities
and test items
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Summary

A wide discrepancy exists between the learning theory base
underlying ISD and that underlying recent advances in
instructional psychology. ISD models have proliferated for the
most part in response to discoveries rade by instructional
developers. The lack of a research-based rationale for many
innovations in ISD makes it highly probable that the innovators
will attribute instructional improvements to apparent causes
rather than the underlying ones which are often quite complex.

The proposed update of ISD recognizes the complexity of
the instructional design process and therefore the varying
importance of research-based and development-based prescriptions
for different aspects of instructional development. Thus the
proposed update to the ISD process incorporates validated
prescriptions from empirical research in the cognitive and
instructional sciences, from multi-media technology developments,
and from documented implementations of ISD.

Among the features of the cognitive update of ISD are
explicit descriptions of the learning conditions in the
instructional environment, coupled with statements of the
expected relationships among the learning variables in the domain
of concern. This provides an initial view of the structure of the
domain knowledge base. Other critical information needs are
specified as well: The learning problem scope, knowledge
acquisition goals, delivery system zpecifications, organization
and sequence of information, instructional strategies, and an
assessment of available learning resources and facilities. In the
development phase of the updated ISD tentative answers to the
information needs are generated and subjected to formative
evaluation. The development effort is guided by a design
documents which summarizes all design decisions.

With the modifications made to the baseline ISD process
the updated version will be able to address learning requirements
which call for learners to acquire accurate mental models
regardless of the domain in question.
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V. CONCLUSIONS (Muraida)

Gagne, Kintsch, and Tennyson offer three related but
distinct approaches to instructional prescriptions from
cognitively-oriented psychological research (See Vol. 1 for a
review). Taken together their contributions offer the
instructional designer directives which will apply to virtually
all instructional settings, a synopsis of the applicability of
major research findings to instruction, and an approach the
application of research findings to large scale instructional
development efforts.

Obviously research implications for every instructional
contingency is an impossibility. Lxrncting basic researchers to
produce highly specific prescriptions would divert them from the
purpose of identifying generalized phenomena. It may well be in
the province of the instructional technology community to test
"proximal" hypotheses (van Mondfrans, et al, 1977) in the course
of their instructional development activities. This refers to
extrapolations of instructional design principles tested out in
the context of an instructional development project. The aim of
such wcri. is to determine how robust those principles are in
application. In subsequent volumes of this series many of the
principles expounded here are elaborated in the context of visual
presentation methods for instruction (Vol. 4, Friedman) and
architectures for instructional design advisory systems (Vol. 5,
Gagne, Tennyson; Vol. 6, Merrill). These are examples of the
different approaches which might be taken to expand on the raw
implications that come from basic research. The care with which
these extrapolations aze implemented and the degree to which they
produce useful information may ultimately determine how useful
the cognitive sciences will be for instructional design.
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